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We carry out enhanced symmetry analysis of a two-dimensional Burgers system. The complete
point symmetry group of this system is found using an enhanced version of the algebraic method.
Lie reductions of the Burgers system are comprehensively studied in the optimal way and new
Lie invariant solutions are constructed. We prove that this system admits no local conservation
laws and then study hidden conservation laws, including potential ones. Various kinds of hidden
symmetries (continuous, discrete and potential ones) are considered for this system as well. We
exhaustively describe the solution subsets of the Burgers system that are its common solutions with
its inviscid counterpart and with the two-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations. Using the method
of differential constraints, which is particularly efficient for the Burgers system, we construct a
number of wide families of solutions of this system that are expressed in terms of solutions of the
(1+1)-dimensional linear heat equation although they are not related to the well-known linearizable
solution subset of the Burgers system.
Keywords: two-dimensional Burgers system; Lie symmetries; Lie reductions; conservation laws; exact solutions;
linearization; hidden symmetries; discrete symmetries; Burgers equation
1 Introduction
In the last decades a lot of attention has been paid to study various generalizations of the
Burgers equation [41]. If we ignore the pressure gradient terms from the momentum equations
in the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations, where the kinematic viscosity is set, without loss
of generality, to be equal 1, we obtain the nonlinear system
ut + uux + vuy − uxx − uyy = 0,
vt + uvx + vvy − vxx − vyy = 0,
(1)
which is known as the two-dimensional Burgers system. This system and its three-dimensional
counterpart were first considered in [13, Eq. (61)] as a multidimensional analogue of the famous
Burgers equation. We point out that solutions of the system (1) do not necessarily satisfy the
continuity equation. The system (1) has been considered, for example, in [23, 42] and certain
underlying geometric and group theoretical properties were discussed.
It is well known that the Hopf–Cole transformation relates the Burgers equation and the
linear heat equation [13, 24]. Note that this linearization had implicitly been presented earlier
in [19, p. 102, Exercise 3]. The Hopf–Cole transformation can be generalized for the above
multidimensional analogues of the Burgers equation [13, Eq. (63)], see also [3, Eq. (2.22)] and, for
a wider context, [11]. In space dimension two, a generalization of the Hopf–Cole transformation is
u = −2φx
φ
, v = −2φy
φ
. (2)
It reduces the system (1) with the additional differential constraint
uy = vx, (3)
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meaning that the flow (u, v) is irrotational, to the single (1+2)-dimensional linear heat equation
φt − φxx − φyy = 0. (4)
In the present paper, Hopf–Cole-type transformations are also derived for certain reduced sys-
tems of (1).
Under the other constraint v = 0, the second equation of the system (1) is satisfied identically,
and its first equation reduces to a (1+2)-dimensional generalization of the Burgers equation,
ut + uux − uxx − uyy = 0, (5)
which was derived in [40] as an equation for the wave phase of two-dimensional sound simple
waves in weakly dissipative flows. Therein, symmetry analysis of this equation was carried out,
which included the first exhaustive study of its Lie reductions in an optimized way and the
construction of several new families of its exact solutions. For the first time, the equation (5)
had formally appeared in [16], where its maximal Lie invariance algebra had been computed and
its two-step Lie reductions to ODEs had preliminarily been considered. The equation (5) was
also singled out in [14] in the course of the group classification of (1+2)-dimensional diffusion–
convection equations.
Transformation properties of evolution equations and systems have been widely studied be-
cause of many practical benefits that such knowledge gives and also because of the variety of
physical applications that are modeled by these equations. Particularly useful in the study of
a partial differential equation is the knowledge of the corresponding Lie (pseudo)group of point
symmetries. While there is no existing general theory for solving nonlinear PDEs, methods of
group analysis of differential equations have been proved to be very powerful. Lie symmetries
of the system (1) were considered in several papers [1, 17, 43]. Although the maximal Lie in-
variance algebra g of this system had already been found accurately in [43], the further studies
of Lie reductions of the system (1) were incomplete or even essentially incorrect. Optimal lists
of subalgebras of the algebra g were not constructed, and the used sets of subalgebras had a lot
of significant weaknesses.
In the present paper, we carry out enhanced symmetry analysis of the two-dimensional Burg-
ers system (1). The objects, structures and properties studied in the paper include not only Lie
reductions and invariant solutions but also the complete point symmetry group of the original
system (1); the maximal Lie invariance algebras, the complete point symmetry groups and local
conservation laws of various reduced systems; hidden (continuous, discrete and potential) sym-
metries; hidden (local and potential) conservation laws; the solution subsets of the system (1)
that are its common solutions with the inviscid Burgers system and with the two-dimensional
Navier–Stokes equations; solutions affine in the space variables; and subsets of solutions that
are expressed in terms of solutions of the (1+1)-dimensional linear heat equation.
The structure of the maximal Lie invariance algebra of the system (1) is discussed in Section 2.
Therein we compute the complete point symmetry group G of this system and its discrete
symmetries using the algebraic method, which is enhanced with early factoring out the inner
automorphisms related to Levi factors. In Section 3 we prove that the complete point symmetry
group of the joint system of (1) with the differential constraint (3), which singles out the widest
linearizable solution subset of (1), coincides with the group G. The study of Lie reductions of
the system (1) is based on constructing optimal lists of one- and two-dimensional subalgebras
of its Lie symmetry algebra in Section 4. In order to optimize the construction of Lie submodel
hierarchy for the system (1), we exploit a special reduction technique, which was systematically
used in [21, 22] and discussed in [37]. This technique is to choose reduction ansatzes among
possible ones in such a way that reduced systems are of simple and unified forms being similar
to the form of the origin system as much as possible. Listed inequivalent one-dimensional
subalgebras lead to Lie reductions where each reduced system consists of two PDEs in two
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independent variables, see Section 5. In Section 6 we study Lie symmetries of all obtained
reduced systems of PDEs. The reduced system for solutions invariant with respect to space
shifts is linearized by a Hopf–Cole-type transformation to uncoupled system of two copies of the
(1+1)-dimensional linear heat equation, and Lie symmetries of the other reduced system are
induced by Lie symmetries of the original system (1). This is why we do not need to consider
further Lie reductions of reduced systems of PDEs. Instead of two-step Lie reductions, it is
more advantageous to reduce the system (1) directly to systems of ODEs using the optimal
list of two-dimensional subalgebras. At the same time, essential are only Lie reductions with
respect to two-dimensional subalgebras that, up to G-equivalence, contain no vector fields of
space shifts. Inequivalent essential reduced systems of ODEs are collected in Section 7. The
Burgers system (1) admits no useful hidden symmetries related to these reductions. New exact
stationary similarity solutions of (1) are constructed in Section 8. In Section 9 we prove that the
system (1) admits no local conservation laws. Then we discuss local and potential conservation
laws of various submodels related to this system. The solutions of the Burgers system (1) that can
be prolonged to solutions of the (1+2)-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations are comprehensively
described in Section 10. In Section 11 we study a new non-Lie reduction of the system (1) to
a single (1+2)-dimensional PDE, which is associated with the differential constraint ux = vy.
We compute the complete point symmetry groups of the joint system of (1) with this constraint
and of the reduced equation. Looking for exact solutions of the reduced equation results in
finding more stationary similarity solutions of (1), one more family of solutions of (1) that
is parameterized by two arbitrary nonvanishing solutions of the (1+1)-dimensional linear heat
equation, and solutions of (1) expressed via the general solution of a simple complex Hamilton–
Jacobi equation. All solutions of the Burgers system (1) that are affine in the space variables
are listed in Section 12. Section 13 is devoted to the exhaustive description of common solutions
of the ‘viscid’ and ‘inviscid’ (1+2)-dimensional Burgers systems. In Section 14 we consider the
system (1) with various differential constraints, v = 0, vx = 0, uxx = vx = 0 and uxx = v = 0,
respectively, which allows us to construct new wide linearizable subsets of solutions of (1).
Among these subsets, there are families parameterized by one or two arbitrary solutions of the
(1+1)-dimensional linear heat equation. Analyzing results of the present paper in Section 15,
we discuss which optimized tools were used to obtain these results.
2 Lie invariance algebra and complete point symmetry group
The classical approach for deriving Lie symmetries is well known and established in the last
decades [9, 32, 33]. The maximal Lie invariance algebra of the Burgers system (1), which was
found in [43], is the so-called reduced (i.e., centerless) special Galilei algebra [20] with space
dimension two
g = 〈P t,D,Π, J, P x, P y, Gx, Gy〉,
where
P t = ∂t, D = 2t∂t + x∂x + y∂y − u∂u − v∂v,
Π = t2∂t + tx∂x + ty∂y + (x− tu)∂u + (y − tv)∂v, J = x∂y − y∂x + u∂v − v∂u,
P x = ∂x, P
y = ∂y, G
x = t∂x + ∂u, G
y = t∂y + ∂v .
The nonzero commutation relations of g are
[P t,D] = 2P t, [D,Π] = 2Π, [P t,Π] = D,
[P x,D] = P x, [P y,D] = P y, [P x,Π] = Gx, [P y,Π] = Gy,
[P t, Gx] = P x, [P t, Gy ] = P y, [D,Gx] = Gx, [D,Gy] = Gy,
[P x, J ] = P y, [P y, J ] = −P x, [Gx, J ] = Gy, [Gy, J ] = −Gx.
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The Levi decomposition of the algebra g is g = 〈P t,D,Π〉 ∈ 〈J, P x, P y, Gx, Gy〉. Here the
subalgebra f = 〈P t,D,Π〉 is a Levi factor of g, which is a realization of the algebra sl(2,R).
The radical r = 〈J, P x, P y, Gx, Gy〉 of g is a realization of an almost abelian algebra. More
specifically, r = c ∈ n, where n = 〈P x, P y, Gx, Gy〉 is the nilradical (as well as the only maximal
abelian ideal) of both r and g, and the span c = 〈J〉 turns out a Cartan subalgebra of r. By prf
and prc we denote the projectors defined by the decomposition g = f ∈ (c ∈ n).
The complete list of proper ideals of the algebra g is exhausted by the radical r, the nilradical n
and the derivative g′ = f ∈ n of g. Each of these ideals is a megaideal (i.e., a fully characteristic
ideal) of the algebra g. For g′ this claim is obvious and for r and n it follows from the fact that
the radical (resp. the nilradical) of a Lie algebra is the unique maximal solvable (resp. nilpotent)
ideal of this algebra and hence this ideal is mapped by each automorphism of this algebra onto
itself.
Theorem 1. The complete point symmetry group G of the Burgers system (1) is generated by
one-parameter groups associated with vector fields from the algebra g and one discrete transfor-
mation of simultaneous mirror mappings in the (x, y)- and (u, v)-planes, e.g.,
(t, x, y, u, v) 7→ (t,−x, y,−u, v).
Proof. We apply the automorphism-based version of the algebraic method for finding the com-
plete point symmetry group that involves factoring out inner automorphisms, cf. [7, 15, 25].
Then we use constraints obtained by the algebraic method for components of point symmetry
transformations to complete the proof with the direct method. See examples on computing
point transformations between differential equations by the direct method, e.g., in [28].
Each automorphism of gmaps the Levi factor f of g onto a Levi factor of g. In view of the Levi–
Malcev theorem, any two Levi factors of g are conjugated by an inner automorphism generated
by an element of the nilradical n. All inner automorphisms of g are induced by elements in the
identity component of the group G. Hence one can assume that the Levi factor f is invariant with
respect to pushforwards by discrete point symmetries of the system (1). Since the Levi factor f
is isomorphic to the algebra sl(2,R), it possesses a singe independent outer automorphism with
the matrix diag(−1, 1,−1). As a result, to find discrete point symmetries of the system (1) it
suffices to consider automorphisms of g whose matrices are of the form diag(ε, 1, ε) ⊕ A˜, where
ε = ±1 and A˜ is a 5 × 5 nondegenerate matrix. The set of such automorphisms is a subgroup
of the automorphism group of g and is exhausted by those with matrices of the form
A = diag(ε, 1, ε, ε′)⊕ ε
(
ε′a −ε′b
b a
)
⊕
(
ε′a −ε′b
b a
)
,
where ε, ε′ = ±1, (a, b) 6= (0, 0), and the parameter b can be set to be equal 0 using inner
automorphisms associated with the basis vector field J . Thus, the final form of automorphism
matrices to be considered is
A = diag(ε, 1, ε, ε′, εε′a, εa, ε′a, a),
where ε, ε′ = ±1 and a 6= 0.
Suppose that the pushforward T∗ of vector fields by a point transformation
T : (t˜, x˜, y˜, u˜, v˜) = (T,X, Y, U, V )(t, x, y, u, v)
is the automorphism of g with the matrix A, i.e.,
T∗P t = εP˜ t, T∗P x = εε′aP˜ x, T∗P y = εaP˜ y, T∗Gx = ε′aG˜x, T∗Gy = aG˜y,
T∗D = D˜, T∗Π = εΠ˜, T∗J = ε′J˜ ,
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where tildes over vector fields mean that these vector fields are given in the new coordinates.
We componentwise split the above conditions for T∗ and thus derive a system of differential
equations for the components of T ,
Tt = ε, Xt = Yt = Ut = Vt = 0,
Xx = εε
′a, Tx = Yx = Ux = Vx = 0,
Yy = εa, Ty = Xy = Uy = Vy = 0,
tXx +Xu = ε
′aT, Uu = ε
′a, Tu = Yu = Vu = 0,
tYy + Yv = aT, Vv = a, Tv = Xv = Uv = 0,
tTt = T, xXx − uXu = X, yYy − vYv = Y, uUu = U, vVv = V,
t2Tt = εT
2, txXx + (x− tu)Xu = εTX, tyYy + (y − tv)Yv = εTY,
(x− tu)Uu = ε(X − TU), (y − tv)Vv = ε(Y − TV ),
yXx + vXu = ε
′Y, xYy + uYv = ε
′X, vUu = ε
′V, uVv = ε
′U.
This system implies that T = εt and hence Xu = Yv = 0. Furthermore, X = εε
′ax, Y = εay,
U = ε′au and V = av.
Using the chain rule, we express all required transformed derivatives in terms of the initial
coordinates and substitute the obtained expressions into the copy of the Burgers system in the
new coordinates. The expanded system should vanish for each solution of the Burgers system.
This condition implies the equations ε = 1 and a2 = 1, i.e., a = ±1. The value a = −1 is
mapped to the value a = 1 by an inner automorphism related to the vector field J . Therefore,
discrete symmetries of the Burgers system (1) are exhausted, up to combining with continuous
symmetries and with each other, by one involution, (t, x, y, u, v)→ (t,−x, y,−u, v).
Corollary 2. The factor group of the complete point symmetry group G of the Burgers sys-
tem (1) with respect to its identity component is isomorphic to the group Z2.
Corollary 3. The complete point symmetry group G of the Burgers system (1) consists of the
transformations of the form
t˜ =
αt+ β
γt+ δ
,
(
x˜
y˜
)
=
σ
γt+ δ
O
(
x
y
)
+
αt+ β
γt+ δ
(
µ1
µ2
)
+
(
ν1
ν2
)
,
(
u˜
v˜
)
=
γt+ δ
σ
O
(
u
v
)
− γ
σ
O
(
x
y
)
+
(
µ1
µ2
)
,
where α, β, γ and δ are arbitrary constants with αδ− βγ > 0 such that their tuple is defined up
to nonvanishing multiplier, σ =
√
αδ − βγ, O is an arbitrary 2 × 2 orthogonal matrix, and µ1,
µ2, ν1 and ν2 are arbitrary constants.
3 Symmetries of linearizable subset of solutions
It is possible to check with the infinitesimal invariance criterion and/or the chain rule that all
point symmetries of the Burgers system (1) are point symmetries of the equation (3). Therefore,
the complete point symmetry group of the joint system (1), (3), which is further denoted by S,
contains the point symmetry group G of the system (1). Moreover, the following stronger
assertion is also true.
Proposition 4. The maximal Lie invariance algebra and the complete point symmetry group of
the system S, which consists of the Burgers system (1) jointly with the differential constraint (3),
coincide with the algebra g and the group G, respectively.
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Proof. Since the system S is overdetermined, we should carefully handle its differential conse-
quences. At the same time, there is the description of the solution set of S in terms of the
generalized Hopf–Cole transformation (2) and the solution set of the (1+2)-dimensional linear
heat equation (4). This description implies that independent differential consequences of S
whose orders as differential equations equal one or two are exhausted by the equation (3) and
the equations (1), uxy = vxx and uyy = vxy, respectively. It is obvious that the last two equations
are differential consequences of (3) that are obtained by single differentiations with respect to x
and y, respectively.
Therefore, for computing the maximal Lie invariance algebra of the system S we need to
first use the infinitesimal invariance criterion separately for the equation (3). Then, taking
into account the derived constraints for components of Lie symmetry vector fields, we apply
the infinitesimal invariance criterion to the equations (1), substitute for derivatives in view of
all the above differential consequences and split with respect to parametric derivatives. The
constructed system of determining equations for components of Lie symmetry vector fields of
the system S has the same solution space as that for the Burgers system (1). In other words,
the maximal Lie invariance algebra of the system S coincides with the algebra g.
Following the argumentation in the proof of Theorem 1, we see that the statement on the
complete point symmetry group of the system S is also true.
Proposition 4 means that the Burgers system (1) possesses no genuine conditional symmetries
related to the differential constraint (3) although it possesses genuine potential conditional
symmetries under this constraint. Indeed, the equation (3) is of conserved form. Using it
as a “short” conservation law, we introduce the potential ψ defined by the equations ψx = u and
ψy = v. The substitution of the expression of (u, v) in terms of ψ reduces the system (1) to the
condition that the derivatives of R = ψt +
1
2(ψx)
2 + 12(ψy)
2 −ψxx −ψyy with respect to x and y
vanish, i.e., the function R depends only on t. Since the potential ψ is defined up to summand
being an arbitrary smooth function of t, we can make the function R to vanish, which gives the
equation for the potential ψ,
ψt +
1
2
(ψx)
2 +
1
2
(ψy)
2 − ψxx − ψyy = 0. (6)
This equation is linearized by a point transformation of the potential, φ = e−ψ/2, to the equa-
tion (4). The expressions for u and v in terms of the modified potential φ take the form (2).
Therefore, the equation (4) can interpreted as a potential equation for the system S. The
maximal Lie invariance algebra g˘ of the equation (4) is spanned by the vector fields
P˘ t = ∂t, D˘ = 2t∂t + x∂x + y∂y, Π˘ = 4t
2∂t + 4tx∂x + 4ty∂y − (x2 + y2 + 4t)φ∂φ,
J˘ = x∂y − y∂x, P˘ x = ∂x, P˘ y = ∂y, G˘x = 2t∂x − xφ∂φ, G˘y = 2t∂y − yφ∂φ,
I˘ = φ∂φ, Z˘(f) = f(t, x, y)∂φ,
where the parameter function f = f(t, x, y) runs through the solution set of the equa-
tion (4). Discrete symmetries of the equation (4) are exhausted, up to combining with con-
tinuous symmetries and with each other, by two involution, (t, x, y, ψ) → (t,−x, y, ψ) and
(t, x, y, ψ) → (t, x, y,−ψ). The vector fields P˘ t, D˘, Π˘, J˘ , P˘ x, P˘ y, G˘x and G˘y induce, via
the transformation (2), the basis elements P t, D, Π, J , P x, P y, Gx and Gy of the algebra g,
respectively. In order to show this, it is necessary to prolong Lie symmetry vector fields of
the equation (4) to first derivatives of φ and act by prolonged vector fields on −2φx/φ and
−2φy/φ. Expressing the results of the action in terms of (u, v), when it is possible, gives the
u- and v-components of the induced elements of the algebra g. In a similar way, the dis-
crete symmetry (t, x, y, ψ) → (t,−x, y, ψ) of the equation (4) induces the discrete symmetry
(t, x, y, u, v) → (t,−x, y,−u, v) of the system S. Therefore, the entire point symmetry group G
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of the system S is induced by the point symmetry group of the potential equation (4). The Lie
symmetry vector field I˘ and the second independent discrete symmetry (t, x, y, ψ) → (t, x, y,−ψ)
of the equation (4) are mapped, in the above way, to the zero vector field and the identity trans-
formation, respectively. At the same time, vector fields from the infinite-dimensional ideal
{Z˘(f)} of g˘, which is related to the linear superposition of solutions of the equation (4), have
no counterparts among local infinitesimal symmetries of the system S and thus are genuine
potential symmetries of this system, i.e., the genuine conditional potential symmetries of the
system (1).
Another implication of Proposition 4 is that every Lie ansatz for the system (1) also reduces
the equation (3). This is why for any one-dimensional subalgebra s of the algebra g or for any
two-dimensional subalgebra s among g2.1κ –g
2.6
µ , the linearizable set of solutions of the form (2)
intersects the set of s-invariant solutions of the system (1); cf. Sections 5 and 7. Reducing the
system (1) by an ansatz for s-invariant solutions, one should be interested only in solutions of
the corresponding reduced system that do not satisfy the reduced counterpart of (3).
4 Subalgebras of Lie invariance algebra
The classification of subalgebras of Galilei algebras was considered in a number of works, see for
example in [4, 5, 20] and references therein. We classified inequivalent one- or two-dimensional
subalgebras of g from the very beginning and compared the obtained list with the list presented
in [20].
We classify subalgebras of the algebra g, up to the equivalence relation generated by the
adjoint action of the point symmetry group G of the Burgers system on g. The radical r and the
nilradical n are megaideals (i.e., fully characteristic ideals) of g and hence they are G-invariant.
To characterize classification cases, for any subalgebra s of g we can introduce the G∼-invariant
values dim s ∩ r, dim s ∩ n, dimprfs and dimprcs.
For efficiently recognizing inequivalent subalgebras of g, we consider their projections on the
Levi factor f. These projections are necessarily subalgebras of f, and, moreover, the projections
of equivalent subalgebras of g are equivalent as subalgebras of f. A complete list of inequivalent
subalgebras of the algebra sl(2,R) is well known; see, e.g., [34]. In terms of the realization f
of sl(2,R), it is exhausted by {0}, 〈P t〉, 〈D〉, 〈P t + Π〉, 〈P t,D〉 and f itself. Considering each
of the listed subalgebras of f as a projection of an appropriate subalgebra of g, we try to add
elements of the radical r to the basis elements of this subalgebra, and to additionally extend the
basis by elements from the radical r.
A complete list of one-dimensional G-inequivalent subalgebras of g is exhausted by the sub-
algebras
g1.1κ = 〈P t + κJ〉κ∈{0,1}, g1.2 = 〈P t +Gy〉, g1.3κ = 〈D + 2κJ〉κ>0,
g1.4κ = 〈P t +Π+ κJ〉κ>0, g1.5µ = 〈P t +Π+ J + µ(Gx − P y)〉µ>0,
g1.6 = 〈J〉, g1.7 = 〈Gx − P y〉, g1.8 = 〈P y〉.
A similar list of two-dimensional G-inequivalent subalgebras consists of the subalgebras
g2.1κ = 〈P t,D + κJ〉κ>0, g2.2 = 〈P t, J〉, g2.3 = 〈D,J〉, g2.4 = 〈P t +Π, J〉,
g2.5µ = 〈P t +Π+ J + µ(Gy + P x), Gx − P y〉µ>0, g2.6µ = 〈Gx − P y, Gy + µP x〉µ>0,
g2.7µν = 〈P y, P t + µGx + νGy〉µ,ν>0, µ2+ν2∈{0,1}, g2.8 = 〈P y,D〉,
g2.9 = 〈P y, P x〉, g2.10 = 〈P y, Gy〉, g2.11µ = 〈P y, Gx + µGy〉µ>0, g2.12 = 〈P y, Gy + P x〉.
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5 Lie reductions of codimension one
Ansatzes constructed with one-dimensional subalgebras of g reduce the system (1) to systems
of two partial differential equations in two independent variables. Below for each of the one-
dimensional subalgebras listed in the previous section, we present an ansatz constructed for
(u, v) and the corresponding reduced system. Here wi = wi(z1, z2), i = 1, 2, are new unknown
functions of the invariant independent variables (z1, z2). The subscripts 1 and 2 of w’s denote
derivatives with respect to z1 and z2, respectively. We assume summation with respect to the
repeated index i.
1.1. g1.1κ = 〈P t + κJ〉κ∈{0,1}:
u = w1 cos τ − w2 sin τ − κy,
v = w1 sin τ + w2 cos τ + κx,
where z1 = x cos τ + y sin τ , z2 = −x sin τ + y cos τ , τ := κt;
wiw1i − w1ii − 2κw2 − κz1 = 0,
wiw2i − w2ii + 2κw1 − κz2 = 0.
1.2. g1.2 = 〈P t +Gy〉: u = w1, v = w2 + t, where z1 = x, z2 = y − t
2
2
;
wiw1i − w1ii = 0,
wiw2i − w2ii + 1 = 0.
1.3. g1.3κ = 〈D + 2κJ〉κ>0:
u =
1√
|t| (w
1 cos τ − w2 sin τ) + x
2t
− κy
t
,
v =
1√
|t|(w
1 sin τ + w2 cos τ) +
y
2t
+ κ
x
t
,
where z1 =
1√
|t| (x cos τ+y sin τ), z2 =
1√
|t| (−x sin τ+y cos τ), τ := κ ln |t|; (κˆ := κ sgn t)
wiw1i − w1ii − 2κˆw2 −
(
κ2 +
1
4
)
z1 = 0,
wiw2i − w2ii + 2κˆw1 −
(
κ2 +
1
4
)
z2 = 0.
1.4. g1.4κ = 〈P t +Π+ κJ〉κ>0:
u =
1√
t2 + 1
(w1 cos τ − w2 sin τ) + tx
t2 + 1
− κy
t2 + 1
,
v =
1√
t2 + 1
(w1 sin τ + w2 cos τ) +
ty
t2 + 1
+
κx
t2 + 1
,
where z1 =
1√
t2 + 1
(x cos τ + y sin τ), z2 =
1√
t2 + 1
(−x sin τ + y cos τ), τ := κ tan−1 t;
wiw1i − w1ii − 2κw2 + (1− κ2)z1 = 0,
wiw2i − w2ii + 2κw1 + (1− κ2)z2 = 0.
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1.5. g1.5µ = 〈P t +Π+ J + µ(Gx − P y)〉µ>0:
u =
tw1 + w2
t2 + 1
+
t(x+ µ)
t2 + 1
− y
t2 + 1
,
v =
−w1 + tw2
t2 + 1
+
ty
t2 + 1
+
x− µ
t2 + 1
,
where z1 =
tx− y
t2 + 1
− µ arctan t, z2 = x+ ty
t2 + 1
;
wiw1i − w1ii − 2w2 = 0,
wiw2i − w2ii + 2w1 + 2µ = 0.
1.6. g1.6 = 〈J〉: u = x
r
w1 − y
r
w2 +
x
r2
, v =
y
r
w1 +
x
r
w2 +
y
r2
,
where z1 = t, z2 = r :=
√
x2 + y2;
w11 + w
1w12 − w122 −
(w2)2
z2
− 1
z32
= 0,
w21 + w
1w22 − w222 +
w1w2
z2
+ 2
w2
z22
= 0.
1.7. g1.7 = 〈Gx − P y〉: u = w
1 − tw2 + tx− y
t2 + 1
, v =
tw1 + w2 + x+ ty
t2 + 1
,
where z1 = arctan t, z2 =
x+ ty
t2 + 1
;
w11 + w
1w12 − w122 − 2w2 = 0,
w21 + w
1w22 − w222 + 2w1 = 0.
1.8. g1.8 = 〈P y〉: u = w1, v = w2, where z1 = t, z2 = x;
w11 + w
1w12 − w122 = 0,
w21 + w
1w22 − w222 = 0.
The differential constraint uy = vx, which is needed for the linearizability of the system (1),
is respectively reduced by the above ansatzes to the following differential constraints in terms
of invariant variables:
1.1. w12 = w
2
1 + 2κ, 1.2. w
1
2 = w
2
1, 1.3. w
1
2 = w
2
1 + 2κ sgn t, 1.4. w
1
2 = w
2
1 + 2κ,
1.5. w12 = w
2
1 + 2, 1.6. z2w
2
2 + w
2 = 0, 1.7. w22 + 2 = 0, 1.8. w
2
2 = 0.
For each of the above reduced systems, only solutions that do not satisfy the differential con-
straint with the same number are essential for finding exact solutions of the system (1).
6 Symmetry analysis of reduced systems of PDEs
We have selected ansatzes in such a way that the reduced systems are of quite simple form and
can be grouped into two sets depending on their structure, which is convenient for studying
their symmetries and finding exact solutions.
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Thus, reduced systems 1.1–1.5 are of the form
wiw1i − w1ii − 2κw2 + αz1 = 0,
wiw2i − w2ii + 2κw1 + αz2 + β = 0,
where κ, α and β are constants with αβ = 0. Depending on values of these parameters, a system
of the above form admits the following maximal Lie invariance algebra a:
α 6= 0, β = 0: a = 〈J˜〉,
α = 0, β 6= 0: a = 〈P˜ 1, P˜ 2〉,
α = β = 0, κ 6= 0: a = 〈P˜ 1, P˜ 2, J˜〉,
α = β = κ = 0: a = 〈P˜ 1, P˜ 2, J˜ , D˜〉.
Here we denote
P˜ 1 = ∂z1 , P˜
2 = ∂z2 , J˜ = z1∂z2 − z2∂z1 + w1∂w2 − w2∂w1 ,
D˜ = z1∂z1 + z2∂z2 − w1∂w1 − w2∂w2 .
As a result, the maximal Lie invariance algebras of reduced systems 1.1–1.5 are respectively
a1 = 〈J˜〉 if κ = 1 and a1 = 〈P˜ 1, P˜ 2, J˜ , D˜〉 if κ = 0;
a2 = 〈P˜ 1, P˜ 2〉; a3 = 〈J˜〉;
a4 = 〈J˜〉 if κ 6= 1 and a4 = 〈P˜ 1, P˜ 2, J˜〉 if κ = 1; a5 = 〈P˜ 1, P˜ 2〉.
The other reduced systems, 1.6–1.8, are of the form
wj1 + w
1wj2 −wj22 + F j(z2, w1, w2) = 0, j = 1, 2,
where the parameter functions F j = F j(z1, z2, w
1, w2) are at most quadratic in (w1, w2). The
maximal Lie invariance algebras of these reduced systems are of different structure:
a6 = 〈∂z1 , 2z1∂z1 + z2∂z2 − w1∂w1 − w2∂w2 ,
z21∂z1 + z1z2∂z2 + (z2 − z1w1)∂w1 − z1w2∂w2〉,
a7 = 〈∂z1 , ∂z2 , cos(2z1)∂z2 − 2 sin(2z1)∂w1 − 2 cos(2z1)∂w2 ,
sin(2z1)∂z2 + 2cos(2z1)∂w1 − 2 sin(2z1)∂w2〉,
a8 = 〈∂z1 , 2z1∂z1 + z2∂z2 − w1∂w1 , z21∂z1 + z1z2∂z2 + (z2 − z1w1)∂w1 ,
∂z2 , z1∂z2 + ∂w1 , ∂w2 , w
2∂w2 , w
1∂w2 , (z2 − z1w1)∂w2〉.
If a reduced system possesses Lie symmetries that are not induced by Lie symmetries of
an original system, then the original system is said to admit additional [32] (or hidden [2])
symmetries with respect to the corresponding reduction. The first example of such symmetries
was constructed in [29] for the axisymmetric reduction of the incompressible Euler equations,
and this example was discussed in [32, Example 3.5]. Hidden symmetries of the Navier–Stokes
equations were comprehensively studied in [21, 22].
In order to clarify which Lie symmetries of reduced systems 1.1–1.8 are induced by Lie
symmetries of the original Burgers system (1), for eachm ∈ {1, . . . , 8} we compute the normalizer
of the subalgebra g1.m in the algebra g,
Ng(g
1.m) = {Q ∈ g | [Q,Q′] ∈ g1.m for all Q′ ∈ g1.m}.
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The algebra of induced Lie symmetries of reduced system 1.m is isomorphic to the quotient
algebra Ng(g
1.m)/g1.m. Therefore, all Lie symmetries of reduced system 1.m are induced by Lie
symmetries of the original Burgers system (1) if and only if dim am = dimNg(g
1.m)− 1. Thus,
Ng(g
1.1
κ ) = 〈P t, J〉 if κ = 1 and Ng(g1.1κ ) = 〈P t,D, J, P x, P y〉 if κ = 0,
Ng(g
1.2) = 〈P t +Gy, P x, P y〉, Ng(g1.3κ ) = 〈D,J〉,
Ng(g
1.4
κ ) = 〈P t +Π, J〉 if κ 6= 1 and Ng(g1.4κ ) = 〈P t +Π, J,Gx − P y, Gy + P x〉 if κ = 1,
Ng(g
1.5
µ ) = 〈P t +Π+ J,Gx − P y, Gy + P x〉, Ng(g1.6) = 〈P t,D,Π, J〉,
Ng(g
1.7) = 〈P t +Π+ J, P x, P y, Gx, Gy〉, Ng(g1.8) = 〈P t,D, P x, P y, Gx, Gy〉.
Comparing the dimensions of Ng(g
1.m) and am, we conclude that all Lie symmetries of reduced
systems 1.1–1.7 are induced by Lie symmetries of the original Burgers system (1) but this is
not the case for reduced system 1.8. Therefore, the study of further Lie reductions of reduced
systems 1.1–1.7 to systems of ODEs is needless since it is more efficient to directly reduce the
system (1) to systems of ODEs using two-dimensional subalgebras of the algebra g, which is
done in Section 7. In general, each direct reduction of codimension two corresponds to several
two-step reductions.
We denote basis elements of the algebra g1.8 by Pˆ 1, Dˆ, Πˆ, Pˆ 2, Gˆ, Gˆ′, Iˆ22, Iˆ21 and Sˆ following
the order in which these elements are listed above. Since the expressions of invariant variables
for the algebra g1.8 are especially simple, z1 = t, z2 = x, w
1 = u and w2 = v, it is obvious that
the elements of Ng(g
1.8) induce the subalgebra s = 〈Pˆ 1, Dˆ, Pˆ 2, Gˆ, Gˆ′〉 of a8. All vector fields
from the complement of s in a8 are hidden symmetries of the system (1) that are associated
with the subalgebra g1.8 of the Lie invariance algebra g.
Reduced system 1.8 is also singular from the point of view of other properties; cf. Section 9.
This system is partially coupled. Its first equation is only in w1 and coincides with the classical
Burgers equation, and its second equation is linear with respect to w2. These two facts give us
the hint that reduced system 1.8 can be linearized by a substitution related to the Hopf–Cole
transformation. Indeed, substituting
w1 = −2w˜
1
2
w˜1
, w2 =
w˜2
w˜1
(7)
into reduced system 1.8, we obtain
−2
(
w˜11 − w˜122
w˜1
)
2
= 0,
w˜1(w˜21 − w˜222)− w˜2(w˜11 − w˜122)
(w˜1)2
= 0.
We follow the standard procedure of applying the Hopf–Cole transformation and integrate once
the first of the obtained equations with respect to z2. This results in the equation w˜
1
1−w˜122 = hw˜1,
where h = h(z1) is an arbitrary smooth function of z1 = t. Since the new unknown function w˜
1
in the Hopf–Cole transformation is defined up to a multiplier being an arbitrary nonvanishing
smooth function of z1, we can set the function h to be identically equal to 0, i.e., w˜
1
1 − w˜122 = 0.
Then the second obtained equation implies w˜21 − w˜222 = 0. Summing up, reduced system 1.8 is
linearized by the substitution (7) to the decoupled system of two copies of the (1+1)-dimensional
linear heat equation,
w˜j1 = w˜
j
22, j = 1, 2. (8)
As a result, we can construct wide families of exact invariant solutions of the Burgers system (1)
using ansatz 1.8, the substitution (7) and known exact solutions of the (1+1)-dimensional linear
heat equation. This is why the situation for Lie reduction 1.8 is opposite to that for Lie reduc-
tions 1.1–1.7: all Lie reductions of the system (1) with respect to two-dimensional subalgebras
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of the algebra g that are equivalent to two-step Lie reductions with reduction 1.8 as the first
step should be excluded from the consideration as needless.
g1.8-invariant solutions of the system (1) satisfy the differential constraint uy = vy = 0 that
differs from the differential constraint uy = vx. Therefore, we obtain one more linearizable
subset of solutions of the system (1) although it is narrower than the subset singled out by the
differential constraint uy = vx since it is parameterized by two solutions of the (1+1)-dimensional
linear heat equation in contrast to the latter subset parameterized by one solution of the (1+2)-
dimensional linear heat equation. At the same time, the former subset can be extended by
transformations from G that do not preserve g1.8, whereas the latter subset is G-invariant. It
is obvious that the intersection of these subsets is associated with the differential constraint
uy = vx = vy = 0 This means in terms of the invariants of the subalgebra g
1.8 that w2 is a
constant, i.e., w˜2 is proportional to w˜1.
The Lie invariance algebra p of the system (8) is much wider than that of reduced system 1.8.
It is spanned by the vector fields
P˜ 1 = ∂z1 , D˜ = 2z1∂z1 + z2∂z2 ,
Π˜ = 4z21∂z1 + 4z1z2∂z2 − (z22 + 2z1)w˜1∂w˜1 − (z22 + 2z1)w˜2∂w˜2 ,
P˜ 2 = ∂z2 , G˜ = 2z1∂z2 − z2w˜1∂w˜1 − z2w˜2∂w˜2 , I˜ij = w˜j∂w˜i , f i(z1, z2)∂w˜i , i, j = 1, 2,
where f1 = f1(z1, z2) and f
2 = f2(z1, z2) run through the solution set of the linear heat equation
f1 = f22. The single linear heat equation admits the two independent recursion operators
R1 = D2 and R2 = 2z1D2+z2 with commutation relation R1R2−R2R1 = 1 [32, Example 5.21].
Here D2 denotes the operator of total derivative with respect to the variable z2; cf. Section 9.
Since the system (8) consists of two copies of the linear heat equation that are not coupled to
each other, it possesses the eight recursion operators EijR1 and EijR2, where Eij denotes the
2 × 2 matrix with unit in the ith row and the jth column and with zero otherwise, i, j = 1, 2.
Generalized symmetries of the system (8) can be easily constructed by its recursion operators
acting iteratively on the characteristic (w˜1, w˜2) of the Lie symmetry vector field w˜1∂w˜1 + w˜
2∂w˜2 .
Since the system (8) can be interpreted as a potential system of reduced system 1.8 (see again
Section 9), Lie (resp. generalized) symmetries of the system (8) can be interpreted as potential
(resp. potential generalized) symmetries of reduced system 1.8 and hence as hidden potential
(resp. hidden potential generalized) symmetries of the original Burgers system (1). In fact, some
of potential symmetries of reduced system 1.8 correspond to its Lie symmetry. In order to find
this correspondence, we prolong elements of the algebra p to w˜12 and then, using (7), to w
1 and w2.
Each vector field from p whose prolongation is projectable to the space of (z1, z2, w
1, w2) induces
an element of a8, which just coincides with the projection of the prolonged vector field. A similar
procedure can be applied to generalized symmetries of the system (8). Thus, P˜ 1 → Pˆ 1, D˜ → Dˆ,
Π˜ → 4Πˆ, P˜ 2 → Pˆ 2, G˜ → 2Gˆ, I˜21 → Pˆ 1, I˜22 → Iˆ22. The basis element I˜11 of p is mapped to
0, and the basis element I˜12 induces the generalized symmetry −2w22∂w1 − (w2)2∂w2 of reduced
system 1.8. Vector fields of the form f i∂wi , which are associated with linear superposition
of solutions of the system (8), have no counterparts among local infinitesimal symmetries of
reduced system 1.8. The last two basis elements Iˆ21 and Sˆ of the algebra a8 are induced by
the generalized symmetries −2w˜12∂w˜2 and (2z1w˜12 + 2w˜1)∂w˜2 of the system (8), which are the
results of acting by the recursion operators −2E21R1 and E21R2 on the Lie symmetry vector
field w˜1∂w˜1 + w˜
2∂w˜2 , respectively. This gives an additional justification that the study of Lie
reductions of reduced system 1.8 is needless.
7 Lie reductions of codimension two
Since the reduced system constructed with the subalgebra g1.8 = 〈P y〉 is linearizable, a two-
dimensional subalgebra of g is essential for using in the course of Lie reduction of the system (1)
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only if it does not contain the vector field P y or, more generally, a vector field G-equivalent
to P y, which is a G-invariant property. Note that the subalgebra g2.10 is totally not appropriate
for using within the framework of Lie reduction. Therefore, only the subalgebras g2.1κ –g
2.6
µ are
essential for Lie reduction among the two-dimensional listed inequivalent subalgebras. Below
for each of these subalgebras, we present an ansatz constructed for (u, v) and the correspond-
ing reduced system. Here ϕi = ϕi(ω), i = 1, 2, are new unknown functions of the invariant
independent variable ω, and r :=
√
x2 + y2.
2.1. g2.1κ = 〈P t,D + κJ〉κ>0:
u =
x
r2
ϕ1 − y
r2
ϕ2, v =
y
r2
ϕ1 +
x
r2
ϕ2, where ω = arctan
y
x
− κ ln r;
(ϕ2 − κϕ1 − 2κ)ϕ1ω − (κ2 + 1)ϕ1ωω + 2ϕ2ω − (ϕ1)2 − (ϕ2)2 = 0,
(ϕ2 − κϕ1 − 2κ)ϕ2ω − (κ2 + 1)ϕ2ωω − 2ϕ1ω = 0.
2.2. g2.2 = 〈P t, J〉: u = xϕ
1 − yϕ2
r
+
x
r2
, v =
yϕ1 + xϕ2
r
+
y
r2
, where ω = r;
ϕ1ϕ1ω − ϕ1ωω −
(ϕ2)2
ω
− 1
ω3
= 0,
ϕ1ϕ2ω − ϕ2ωω +
ϕ1ϕ2
ω
+ 2
ϕ2
ω2
= 0.
2.3. g2.3 = 〈D,J〉: u = xϕ
1 − yϕ2
r
√
|t| +
x
r2
+
x
2t
, v =
yϕ1 + xϕ2
r
√
|t| +
y
r2
+
y
2t
, where ω =
r√
|t| ;
ϕ1ϕ1ω − ϕ1ωω −
(ϕ2)2
ω
− 1
ω3
− ω
4
= 0,
ϕ1ϕ2ω − ϕ2ωω +
ϕ1ϕ2
ω
+ 2
ϕ2
ω2
= 0.
2.4. g2.4 = 〈P t +Π, J〉:
u =
xϕ1 − yϕ2
r
√
t2 + 1
+
x
r2
+
tx
t2 + 1
, v =
yϕ1 + xϕ2
r
√
t2 + 1
+
y
r2
+
ty
t2 + 1
, where ω =
r√
t2 + 1
;
ϕ1ϕ1ω − ϕ1ωω −
(ϕ2)2
ω
− 1
ω3
+ ω = 0,
ϕ1ϕ2ω − ϕ2ωω +
ϕ1ϕ2
ω
+ 2
ϕ2
ω2
= 0.
2.5. g2.5µ = 〈P t +Π+ J + µ(Gy + P x), Gx − P y〉µ>0:
u =
ϕ1 − tϕ2 + tx− y + µ
t2 + 1
, v =
tϕ1 + ϕ2 + x+ ty + µt
t2 + 1
, where ω =
x+ ty
t2 + 1
− µ arctan t;
ϕ1ϕ1ω − ϕ1ωω − 2ϕ2 = 0,
ϕ1ϕ2ω − ϕ2ωω + 2ϕ1 + 2µ = 0.
2.6. g2.6µ = 〈Gx − P y, Gy + µP x〉µ>0:
u =
tϕ1 − µϕ2 + tx− µy
t2 + µ
, v =
ϕ1 + tϕ2 + x+ ty
t2 + µ
, where ω = t;
ϕ1ω = ϕ
2
ω = 0.
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The differential constraint uy = vx singling out the widest linearizable solution subset of the
system (1) is respectively reduced by ansatzes 2.1–2.6 to the following differential constraints in
terms of invariant variables:
2.1. ϕ1ω + κϕ
2
ω = 0. 2.2.–2.4. ωϕ
2
ω + ϕ
2 = 0. 2.5. ϕ2ω = −2. 2.6. 1 = 0.
For each of the above reduced systems of ODEs, only solutions that do not satisfy the differential
constraint with the same number may give new exact solutions of the system (1).
The maximal Lie invariance algebras of reduced systems 2.1–2.6 are the following:
2.1. 〈∂ω〉; 2.2. 〈ω∂ω − ϕ1∂ϕ1 − ϕ2∂ϕ2〉; 2.3. {0}; 2.4. {0}; 2.5. 〈∂ω〉;
2.6. 〈ξ(ω,ϕ1, ϕ2)∂ω + η1(ϕ1, ϕ2)∂ϕ1 + η2(ϕ1, ϕ2)∂ϕ2〉,
where ξ, η1 and η2 run through the sets of smooth functions of their arguments. Analogously to
Lie reductions of codimension one, we use the procedure of determining which Lie symmetries of
reduced systems 2.1–2.6 are induced by Lie symmetries of the original Burgers system (1). For
each m ∈ {1, . . . , 6} we find the normalizer of the subalgebra g2.m in the algebra g, Ng(g2.m) =
{Q ∈ g | [Q,Q′] ∈ g2.m for all Q′ ∈ g2.m}. We get
Ng(g
2.1
κ ) = Ng(g
2.2) = 〈P t,D, J〉, Ng(g2.3) = 〈D,J〉, Ng(g2.4) = 〈P t +Π, J〉,
Ng(g
2.5
µ ) = 〈P t +Π+ J,Gy + P x, Gx − P y〉,
Ng(g
2.6
κ ) = 〈P x, P y, Gx, Gy, µP t +Π, (µ + 1)P t − J〉.
The algebra of induced Lie symmetries of reduced system 2.m is isomorphic to the quotient
algebra Ng(g
2.m)/g2.m. Therefore, all Lie symmetries of reduced system 2.m are induced by
Lie symmetries of the original Burgers system (1) if and only if dim am = dimNg(g
2.m) − 2.
This is the case for each m ∈ {1, . . . , 5}. In other words, the Burgers system (1) possesses
no hidden symmetries associated with reductions 2.1–2.5. Reduction 2.6 is singular since the
corresponding reduced system consists of two first-order ODEs. The maximal Lie invariance
algebra of this system is infinite-dimensional. Therefore, the system (1) admits many hidden
symmetries related to reduction 2.6 although these symmetries are not of interest since reduced
system 2.6 is trivially integrable, ϕ1, ϕ2 = const, i.e., ϕ1, ϕ2 = 0 mod G, and the associated
solutions of the system (1) are quite simple.
8 Stationary similarity solutions
Following [40, Eq. (58)], we take another ansatz for the algebra g2.10 = 〈P t,D〉,
u =
ϕ1(ω)
y
, v =
ϕ2(ω)
y
with ω =
x
y
. (9)
The corresponding reduced system is
(1 + ω2)ϕiωω + 4ωϕ
i
ω + 2ϕ
i + ϕ2(ωϕiω + ϕ
i)− ϕ1ϕiω = 0, i = 1, 2. (10)
In order to construct particular solutions of the system (10), we set the additional constraint
ϕ2ω = 0, under which the second equation of the system (10) implies ϕ
2 ∈ {0,−2}. Substituting
each of these values of ϕ2 into the first equation of (10), we obtain a completely integrable
equation. As the first step of integration, we integrate this equation once to the Riccati equation
(1 + ω2)ϕ1ω + (ϕ
2 + 2)ωϕ1 − 1
2
(ϕ1)2 = −2A, where A = const, (11)
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which is reduced, in the standard way, by the substitution
ϕ1 = −2(1 + ω2)ψω
ψ
with ψ = ψ(ω) (12)
into the second-order linear ODE
(1 + ω2)2ψωω + (ϕ
2 + 4)ω(1 + ω2)ψω −Aψ = 0. (13)
For ϕ2 = 0, the equation (13) was integrated in elementary functions in [40]. The form of
the general solution depends on the constant parameter A,
ψ = C1 +C2
(
arctanω +
ω
1 + ω2
)
if A = 0,
ψ = C1
ω√
1 + ω2
+ C2
ω arctanω + 1√
1 + ω2
if A = 1,
ψ = C1
ω − α√
1 + ω2
e−α arctanω + C2
ω + α√
1 + ω2
eα arctanω with α =
√
A− 1 if A > 1,
ψ = C1
ω cos(β arctanω)− β sin(β arctanω)√
1 + ω2
+ C2
ω sin(β arctanω) + β cos(β arctanω)√
1 + ω2
with β =
√
1−A if A < 1 and A 6= 0.
Here and in what follows C’s are arbitrary constants. For integer values of β, the last solution
can be rewritten in terms of the polynomials
P (ω) =
[
β
2
]∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
β
2i
)
ωβ−2i, Q(ω) =
[
β+1
2
]
+1∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
β
2i+ 1
)
ωβ−2i−1,
ψ = C1
ωP (ω)− βQ(ω)
(1 + ω2)
β+1
2
+ C2
ωQ(ω) + βP (ω)
(1 + ω2)
β+1
2
.
The integration of the equation (13) with ϕ2 = −2 is much simpler. This equation can be
represented in the form (1+ω2)((1+ω2)ψω)ω−Aψ = 0 and hence it is reduced to the constant-
coefficient linear ODE ψζζ = Aψ by the change of the independent variable ζ = arctanω.
Depending on the constant parameter A, we obtain the general solution
ψ = C1 +C2 arctanω if A = 0,
ψ = C1e
−α arctanω + C2e
α arctanω with α =
√
A if A > 0,
ψ = C1 cos(β arctanω) + C2 sin(β arctanω) with β =
√
−A if A < 0.
Again, for integer values of β, the last solution can be rewritten in terms of the above polyno-
mials P and Q,
ψ =
C1P (ω) + C2Q(ω)
(1 + ω2)β/2
.
Obtained expressions for the function ψ, depending on either ϕ2 = 0 or ϕ2 = −2, together
with ansatz (9) and representation (12) for the function ϕ1 give stationary similarity solutions
of the Burgers system (1).
The ansatz (9) reduces the differential constraint (3) to the equation ωϕ1ω + ϕ
1 + ϕ2ω = 0.
This equation is satisfied by solutions of the system (10) with ϕ2 = const only if ϕ1 = 0 or
ϕ1 = −2/ω, which is a very minor subset of the set of above solutions. Moreover, constructed
solutions of the Burgers system (1) are equivalent to shift-invariant ones only if ϕ1 = −2/ω for
ϕ2 = 0 or ϕ1 = const.
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9 Conservation laws
In contrast to Lie symmetries, properties of the Burgers system (1) related to local conservation
laws are poor. (See [10, 32, 39, 44] for definitions of related notions and necessary theoretical
results.)
Proposition 5. The Burgers system (1) admits no nontrivial cosymmetries and, therefore, no
nonzero local conservation laws.
Proof. It is convenient to re-denote the independent and dependent variables as z0 = t, z1 = x,
z2 = y, w
1 = u, w2 = v and thus z = (z0, z1, z2) and w = (w
1, w2) are the tuples of independent
and dependent variables, respectively. A differential function F = F [w] of w is, roughly speaking,
a smooth function of z, w and a finite number of derivatives of w with respect to z. Cosymmetries
of the system (1) are pairs of differential functions of w, γ = (γ1[w], γ2[w]) that satisfy the system
−D0γi −Dj(wjγi)−DjDjγi + wjδiγj = 0 (14)
on the manifold defined by the system (1) and its differential consequences in the corresponding
jet space J∞(z|w). Here Dµ denotes the operator of total derivative with respect to the vari-
able zµ. In other words, Dµ = ∂µ+w
i
α+δµ
∂wiα , where α = (α0, α1, α2) is an arbitrary multi-index,
αµ ∈ N0 = N ∪ {0}. The indices i and j run from 1 to 2, the index µ runs from 0 to 2, and the
summation convention over repeated indices is used. The variable wiα of the jet space J
∞(z|w)
is identified with the derivative of wi of order α, wiα = ∂
|α|wi/∂zα00 ∂z
α1
1 ∂z
α2
2 , |α| = α0+α1+α2,
and δµ is the multi-index with zeros everywhere except on the µth entry, which equals 1. The
order of a differential function F is equal to the highest order of jet variables involved in F ,
where ord zµ = −∞ and ordwiα = |α|.
Since the system (1) is of evolution type, the cosymmetry γ can be assumed, up to equivalence
of cosymmetries, not to depend on derivatives of w involving differentiation with respect to z0.
Suppose that ord γ > −∞. Up to permutation of (z1, w1) and (z2, w2), which is a Lie
symmetry transformation for the system (1), we can assume that ord γ1 > ord γ2 and thus
ord γ1 > −∞. After expanding the equation (14) with i = 1 and substituting the expressions
implied by the system (1) and its differential consequences for derivatives wiα with α0 = 1, we
collect the terms with derivatives of w of the highest order r := ord γ1 + 2 appearing in this
equation, which gives
−2
∑
|α|=r
γ1wiα(w
i
α+2δ1 + w
i
α+2δ2) = 0.
Splitting this equality with respect to (r+2)th order derivatives of w implies that γ1
wiα
= 0 for any
i = 1, 2 and any α with |α| = ord γ1, which contradicts the definition of order of a differential
function. (The above consideration is similar to the derivation of upper bound for orders of
conservation laws of (1+1)-dimensional even-order evolution equations [26, Section 22.5]. See
also analogous results for systems of such equations [18] and more general systems [27].)
Therefore, ord γ = −∞. Collecting coefficients of w21 and w12 in the equations (14) with i = 1
and i = 2, respectively, we derive γ1 = γ2 = 0. In other words, the Burgers system (1) admits
only trivial cosymmetries. Since each conservation-law characteristic of a system of differen-
tial equations is a cosymmetry of this system and for systems in the extended Kovalevskaya
form, which include all systems of evolution equations, trivial characteristics are associated
with trivial conserved currents [31], the space of conservation laws of the Burgers system (1) is
zero-dimensional.
In spite of absence of local conservation laws for the Burgers system (1), we can consider
local conservation laws of various submodels related to this model, and such conservation laws
can be interpreted as its hidden conservation laws.
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Thus, for the (1+2)-dimensional linear heat equation (4) the space of its reduced conservation-
law characteristics is infinite dimensional and can be identified with the solution space of the
(1+2)-dimensional backward linear heat equation, λt + λxx + λyy = 0 with λ = λ(t, x, y). The
relation of the equations (4) and (6) via the transformation φ = e−ψ/2 allows us to conclude
that the analogous space for the equation (6) can be identified with {λ(t, x, y)e−ψ/2}, where the
function λ again runs through the solution space of the (1+2)-dimensional backward linear heat
equation. The last claim implies that the system S, which consists of the Burgers system (1)
jointly with the differential constraint (3), admits the only independent conservation law related
to the conserved form of the equation (3). Indeed, if the system S had admitted another
independent conservation law, this conservation law would induce a conservation law of the
equation (6) whose characteristic does not depend on ψ and thus cannot be reduced to the
form λ(t, x, y)e−ψ/2.
Reduced systems 1.6–1.8 are systems of even-order evolution quasilinear equations. In a way
similar to the proof of Proposition 5, it is possible to show that these systems may possess only
reduced cosymmetries of order −∞. In fact, all cosymmetries of reduced systems 1.6 and 1.7
are trivial and hence the spaces of local conservation laws of these systems are zero-dimensional
whereas the similar space for reduced system 1.8 is one-dimensional, and its space of reduced
characteristics is spanned by the characteristic (1, 0). The single linearly independent local con-
servation law of reduced system 1.8 can be interpreted as the pullback of the single linearly
independent local conservation law of the first equation of this system, which is no other than
the classical Burgers equation. Conservation laws of the Burgers equation are well known; see
[10, Chapter 5, Example 3.1] and [38]. Using the conserved current (w1, (w1)2/2 − w12) associ-
ated with the characteristic (1, 0), we introduce the potential ψ defined by the equations ψ2 = w
1
and ψ1 = w
1
2− (w1)2/2. These equations jointly with the second equation of reduced system 1.8
constitute a potential system for this reduced system. We can exclude w1 from the potential
system in view of the equation w1 = ψx. There is a one-to-one correspondence between conser-
vation laws of the complete potential system and the system for (w2, ψ), which is established by
the pullback with the projection (w1, w2, ψ)→ (w2, ψ). The system for (w2, ψ),
ψ1 +
(ψ2)
2
2
− ψ22 = 0, w21 + ψ2w22 − w222 = 0,
is linearized by the point transformation of dependent variables ψ = −2 ln w˜1, w2 = w˜2/w˜1 to
the decoupled system (8) of two copies of the linear heat equation. In this way, we represent the
process of linearizing reduced system 1.8 as a composition of potentialization, projection and
point transformation. Then each local conservation of the system (8) can be assumed as a po-
tential conservation law of reduced system 1.8. There are no more potential conservation laws of
reduced system 1.8 [38, 39]. Therefore, its space of potential conservation laws is parameterized
by pairs of solutions of the (1+1)-dimensional backward linear heat equation.
It is easy to prove that reduced systems 1.1–1.5 do not possess local conservation laws with
characteristics of order not greater than zero. We can conjecture that these systems admit no
local conservation laws at all but the proof of this conjecture is expected to be cumbersome.
10 Common solutions of Burgers system
and Navier–Stokes equations
In spite of a formal similarity in the form of certain equations, the Burgers system (1) and the
(1+2)-dimensional incompressible Navier–Stokes equations,
ut + uux + vuy − uxx − uyy + px = 0,
vt + uvx + vvy − vxx − vyy + py = 0,
ux + vy = 0,
(15)
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are in fact not close to each other. In (15), (u, v) is the flow velocity, p is the pressure, the
kinematic viscosity and the fluid density are set, without loss of generality, to be equal 1. If
we attach the differential constraint ux + vy = 0 to the system (1), then solutions of the joint
system
R1 := ut + uux + vuy − uxx − uyy = 0, (16a)
R2 := vt + uvx + vvy − vxx − vyy = 0, (16b)
R3 := ux + vy = 0 (16c)
are prolonged with p = const to solutions of the system (15) and thus they can be interpreted
as common solutions of the Burgers system (1) and the Navier–Stokes equations (15).
To describe the solution set of the overdetermined system (16), we compute various differential
consequences of this system. In particular,
DxR
1 +DyR
2 − (Dt + uDx + vDy −D2x −D2y)R3 − (R3)2 = −2(uxvy − uyvx) = 0,
where Dt, Dx and Dy denote the operators of total derivatives with respect to the variables t, x
and y, respectively; see Section 9.
In other words, the Jacobian of (t, u, v) with respect to (t, x, y) vanishes and thus the in-
dependent variable t and the unknown functions u and v are functionally dependent. Up to
permutation of (x, u) and (y, v), we can assume that v is represented as a function of t and u,
v = F (t, u). This gives R3 = ux + Fuuy = 0, i.e., ux = −Fuuy, and thus
R2 − FuR1 = Ft − Fuu(ux2 + uy2) = Ft − Fuu((Fu)2 + 1)uy2 = 0.
Suppose that Fuu 6= 0. Then the last equation can be solved with respect to uy, which gives
the representation of uy as a function of (t, u), uy = G(t, u). The cross-differentiation of the
equations uy = G and ux = −FuG with respect to x and y leads to the constraint FuuG2 = 0,
which is equivalent to G = 0 since Fuu 6= 0. As a result, ux = uy = vx = vy = 0 and the
equations (16a) and (16b) also imply ut = vt = 0. Therefore, solutions with Fuu 6= 0 are
exhausted by trivial constant solutions.
If Fuu = 0, then also Ft = 0. This means that v = c1u + c0 and ux + c1uy = 0 for some
constants c0 and c1.
Uniting and symmetrizing the above solutions, we obtain the following assertion.
Proposition 6. The tuple (u, v) satisfies the system (16) if and only if its components are of
the form u = a1w(t, z)+ a0, v = a2w(t, z), where a0, a1 and a2 are constants with a1
2+ a2
2 = 1,
z = a2x− a1y, and w = w(t, z) is an arbitrary solution of the linear equation wt + a0wz = wzz.
Using symmetry transformations of rotations and Galilean boosts, we can set a0 = a1 = 0
and a2 = 1, which leads to the particular subcase of Lie reduction 1.8 of the system (1) with
w1 = 0.
11 One more reduction to single (1+2)-dimensional PDE
An interesting subset of solutions of the system (1) is singled out by the differential constraint
ux = vy. (17)
Although this constraint differs from the “incompressibility” constraint (16c) only by the sign
relating ux and vy, the solution set of the joint system (1), (17), which we denote by S¯, is
essentially different from that the system (16). In contrast to the formally similar constraints (3)
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and (16c), uy = vx and ux + vy = 0, the constraint (17) is not rotationally invariant and hence
it is a representative of a family of rotationally equivalent constraints.
At the same time, the constraint (17) is similar to the constraint (3) in the sense that it allows
one to reduce the system (1) to a single (1+2)-dimensional PDE via introducing a potential
although, in contrast to (6), this equation is not linearizable. Using the equation (17), which is
of conserved form, as a “short” conservation law, we introduce the potential ψ defined by the
equations ψx = v and ψy = u. The substitution of the expression of (u, v) in terms of ψ reduces
the system (1) to the condition that the derivatives of R = ψt + ψxψy − ψxx − ψyy with respect
to y and x vanish, i.e., the function R depends only on t. Since the potential ψ is defined up
to summand being an arbitrary smooth function of t, we can set the function R vanish, which
gives the equation for the potential ψ,
ψt + ψxψy − ψxx − ψyy = 0. (18)
Each known solution of the equation (18) leads to a solution of the Burgers system (1)
u = ψy, v = ψx. (19)
11.1 Symmetries of overdetermined system
Proposition 7. The maximal Lie invariance algebra g¯ of the system S¯ coincides with
g′ = 〈P t,D,Π, P x, P y, Gx, Gy〉 ≃ g/〈J〉,
where g is the maximal Lie invariance algebra of the system (1). The complete point symmetry
group G¯ of the system S¯ is generated by one-parameter groups associated with vector fields from
the algebra g′ and two discrete transformations: the transformation of simultaneous mirror map-
pings in the (x, y)- and (u, v)-planes, I1 : (t, x, y, u, v) 7→ (t,−x, y,−u, v), and the permutation
of (x, u) and (y, v), I0 : (t, x, y, u, v) 7→ (t, y, x, v, u).
Therefore, the group G¯ consists of the transformations of the form
t˜ =
αt+ β
γt+ δ
,
(
x˜
y˜
)
=
σ
γt+ δ
(
ε1x
ε2y
)
+
αt+ β
γt+ δ
(
µ1
µ2
)
+
(
ν1
ν2
)
, (20)
(
u˜
v˜
)
=
γt+ δ
σ
(
ε1u
ε2v
)
− γ
σ
(
ε1x
ε2y
)
+
(
µ1
µ2
)
or
t˜ =
αt+ β
γt+ δ
,
(
x˜
y˜
)
=
σ
γt+ δ
(
ε2y
ε1x
)
+
αt+ β
γt+ δ
(
µ1
µ2
)
+
(
ν1
ν2
)
, (21)
(
u˜
v˜
)
=
γt+ δ
σ
(
ε2v
ε1u
)
− γ
σ
(
ε2y
ε1x
)
+
(
µ1
µ2
)
,
where α, β, γ and δ are arbitrary constants with αδ − βγ > 0 such that their tuple is defined
up to nonvanishing multiplier, σ =
√
αδ − βγ, ε1, ε2 = ±1, and µ1, µ2, ν1 and ν2 are arbitrary
constants.
Proof. Since the system S¯ is alike to the system S in overdetermination degree, for computing
its maximal Lie invariance algebra we follow the proof of Proposition 4. The description of
the solution set of S¯ in terms of the representation (u, v) = (ψy, ψx) and the solution set
of the equation (18) implies that independent differential consequences of S¯ whose orders as
differential equations equal one or two are exhausted by the equation (17) and the equations (1),
uxx = vxy and uxy = vyy, respectively. It is obvious that the last two equations are differential
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consequences of (17) that are obtained by single differentiations with respect to x and y. This
is why we separately apply the infinitesimal invariance criterion to the equation (17) and then
to the equations (1), substitute for derivatives in view of all the above differential consequences
and split with respect to parametric derivatives. Solving the constructed system of determining
equations leads to the algebra g′.
The complete point symmetry group G¯ of the system S¯ is efficiently computed by the sug-
gested version of the algebraic method. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1, in order to find
discrete point symmetries of S¯ it suffices to consider automorphisms of g′ whose matrices are of
the form diag(ε, 1, ε)⊕ A˜, where ε = ±1 and A˜ is a 4× 4 nondegenerate matrix. The set of such
automorphisms is exhausted by those with matrices of the form
A = diag(ε, 1, ε) ⊕
(
a b
c d
)
⊕ ε
(
a b
c d
)
,
where ε = ±1 and ad − bc 6= 0. Suppose that the pushforward T∗ of vector fields by the point
transformation T : (t˜, x˜, y˜, u˜, v˜) = (T,X, Y, U, V )(t, x, y, u, v) is the automorphism of g′ with the
matrix A, i.e.,
T∗P t = εP˜ t, T∗P x = aP˜ x + cP˜ y, T∗P y = bP˜ x + dP˜ y,
T∗Gx = εaG˜x + εcG˜y, T∗Gy = εbG˜x + εdG˜y, T∗D = D˜, T∗Π = εΠ˜,
where tildes over vector fields mean that these vector fields are given in the new coordinates.
We componentwise split the above conditions for T∗ and thus derive a system of differential
equations for the components of T ,
Tt = ε, Xt = Yt = Ut = Vt = 0;
Xx = a, Yx = c, Tx = Ux = Vx = 0;
Xy = b, Yy = d, Ty = Uy = Vy = 0;
tXx +Xu = εaT, tYx + Yu = εcT, Uu = εa, Vu = εc, Tu = 0;
tXy +Xv = εbT, tYy + Yv = εdT, Uv = εb, Vv = εd, Tv = 0;
tTt = T, xXx + yXy − uXu − vXv = X, xYx + yYy − uYu − vYv = Y,
uUu + vUv = U, vVv + vVv = V ;
t2Tt = εT
2, txXx + tyXy + (x− tu)Xu + (y − tv)Xv = εTX,
txYx + tyYy + (x− tu)Yu + (y − tv)Yv = εTY,
(x− tu)Uu + (y − tv)Uv = ε(X − TU), (x− tu)Vu + (y − tv)Vv = ε(Y − TV ).
This system implies that T = εt and henceXu = Yv = 0. Furthermore, X = ax+by, Y = cx+dy,
U = εau+ εbv and V = εcu+ εdv.
Note that the system S¯ admits the obvious symmetry I0 permuting (x, u) and (y, v),
I0 : (t, x, y, u, v) 7→ (t, y, x, v, u). Using the chain rule, we express transformed derivatives in
terms of the initial coordinates and substitute the obtained expressions into the copy of the sys-
tem S¯ in the new coordinates. The expanded system should vanish for each solution of S¯. Ap-
plying this procedure to the equation (17), we obtain that either (a, d) = (0, 0) or (b, c) = (0, 0),
and the first case is reduced by I0 to the second one. Further we assume that (b, c) = (0, 0) and
thus ad 6= 0. These conditions imply the equations ε = 1, a2 = 1 and d2 = 1, i.e., a, d = ±1. This
leads to three symmetry transformations alternating signs, I1 : (t, x, y, u, v) 7→ (t,−x, y,−u, v),
I2 : (t, x, y, u, v) 7→ (t, x,−y, u,−v) and I3 : (t, x, y, u, v) 7→ (t,−x,−y,−u,−v). Since I2 = I0I1I0
and I3 = I1I2, the discrete symmetries of the system S¯ are exhausted, up to combining with
continuous symmetries and with each other, by the two involution I0 and I1, which do not
commute.
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Corollary 8. The factor group of the complete point symmetry group G¯ of the system S¯ with
respect to its identity component is isomorphic to the dihedral group Dih4 of order 8.
Proposition 7 implies that all point symmetries of the system S¯ are induced by point symme-
tries of the original system (1). There are no counterparts for rotations among point symmetries
of S¯, except rotations by multiples of pi/2, which are discrete symmetries for S¯. Therefore,
the Burgers system (1) admits no truly conditional symmetries related to the differential con-
straint (17).
11.2 Symmetries of potential equation
Proposition 9. The maximal Lie invariance algebra gˇ of the equation (18) is spanned by the
vector fields
Pˇ t = ∂t, Dˇ = 2t∂t + x∂x + y∂y, Πˇ = t
2∂t + tx∂x + ty∂y + xy∂ψ,
Pˇ x = ∂x, Pˇ
y = ∂y, Gˇ
x = t∂x + y∂ψ, Gˇ
y = t∂y + x∂ψ, Pˇ
ψ = ∂ψ.
The complete point symmetry group Gˇ of the equation (18) is generated by one-parameter groups
associated with vector fields from the algebra gˇ and two discrete transformations: alternating the
signs of (x, ψ), Iˇ1 : (t, x, y, ψ) 7→ (t,−x, y,−ψ), and the permutation of x and y, Iˇ0 : (t, x, y, ψ) 7→
(t, y, x, ψ).
Therefore, the group Gˇ consists of the transformations in the space with coordinates (t, x, y, ψ)
whose (t, x, y)-components are of the form (20) or (21) and whose ψ-component are respectively
of the form
ψ˜ = ε1ε2ψ − γε1ε2
γt+ δ
xy +
σε1µ2
γt+ δ
x+
σε2µ1
γt+ δ
y +
αt+ β
γt+ δ
µ1µ2 + κ
or
ψ˜ = ε1ε2ψ − γε1ε2
γt+ δ
xy +
σε1µ2
γt+ δ
y +
σε2µ1
γt+ δ
x+
αt+ β
γt+ δ
µ1µ2 + κ.
Here the description of all the group parameter is the same as for (20) and (21), except the
additional parameter κ, which is an arbitrary constant.
Proof. The computation of the algebra gˇ is standard and can be realized using a package for
symbolic calculations of Lie symmetries, e.g., the package DESOLV [12, 45]. The Levi decompo-
sition of the algebra gˇ is gˇ = fˇ∈ rˇ, where the subalgebra fˇ = 〈Pˇ t, Dˇ, Πˇ〉 is a Levi factor of gˇ, and
the radical rˇ = 〈Pˇ x, Pˇ y, Gˇx, Gˇy , Pˇψ〉 of gˇ coincides with its nilradical. This is why, in the course
of computing the complete point symmetry group Gˇ of the equation (18) up to factoring out
Lie symmetries, similarly to the proofs of Theorem 1 and Proposition 7 it suffices to consider
automorphisms of gˇ that preserve the Levi factor fˇ and the matrices of whose restrictions to fˇ
are of the form diag(ε, 1, ε) with ε = ±1. The set of such automorphisms is exhausted by those
with matrices of the form
A = diag(ε, 1, ε) ⊕
(
a b
c d
)
⊕ ε
(
a b
c d
)
⊕ (δ),
where ε = ±1, ad− bc 6= 0 and δ 6= 0. If the pushforward T∗ of vector fields by the point trans-
formation T : (t˜, x˜, y˜, ψ˜) = (T,X, Y,Ψ)(t, x, y, ψ) is the automorphism of gˇ with the matrix A,
then
T∗Pˇψ = δP˜ψ , T∗Pˇ t = εP˜ t, T∗Pˇ x = aP˜ x + cP˜ y, T∗Pˇ y = bP˜ x + dP˜ y,
T∗Gˇx = εaG˜x + εcG˜y, T∗Gˇy = εbG˜x + εdG˜y, T∗Dˇ = D˜, T∗Πˇ = εΠ˜,
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where tildes instead of checks over vector fields mean that these vector fields are given in the
new coordinates. Componentwise splitting of the above conditions for T∗ gives a system of
differential equations for the components of T ,
Ψψ = δ, Tψ = Xψ = Yψ = 0; Tt = ε, Xt = Yt = Ψt = 0;
Xx = a, Yx = c, Tx = Ψx = 0; Xy = b, Yy = d, Ty = Ψy = 0;
tXx = εaT, tYx = εcT, yΨψ = εaY + εcX;
tXy = εbT, tYy = εdT, xΨψ = εbY + εdX;
tTt = T, xXx + yXy = X, xYx + yYy = Y ;
t2Tt = εT
2, txXx + tyXy = εTX, txYx + tyYy = εTY, xyΨψ = εXY.
The general solution of this system is T = εt, X = ax+ by, Y = cx+ dy and, up to shifts of Ψ,
Ψ = δψ, where the constant parameters a, b, c, d and δ satisfy the equations ac = bd = 0 and
ε(ad + bc) = δ. In view of the inequality ad − bc 6= 0, the equations ac = bd = 0 imply the
condition that either (a, d) = (0, 0) or (b, c) = (0, 0). The first case is reduced by Iˇ0 to the second
one, where Iˇ0 is the obvious symmetry of (18) that permutes x and y, Iˇ0 : (t, x, y, ψ) 7→ (t, y, x, ψ).
Then the invariance of the equation (18) with respect to the transformation T gives more
constraints for the transformation parameters, which imply, under the assumption (b, c) = (0, 0),
that ε = 1, a2 = 1, d2 = 1 and thus δ = ad. The further proof is similar to the proof of
Proposition 7.
After the prolongation of vector fields from the algebra gˇ and the discrete symmetries Iˇ0
and Iˇ1 to the derivatives ψx and ψy, it is obvious that all point symmetries of the system S¯
are induced by point symmetries of the equation (18). Moreover, each point symmetry of the
equation (18) induces a point symmetry of the system S¯, and the element Pˇψ of gˇ induces
the zero element of g¯. In other words, g¯ = g′ ≃ gˇ/〈Pˇψ〉 and G¯ = Gˇ/Gˇ0, where Gˇ0 is the
subgroup of Gˇ constituted by the shifts of ψ. This means that the system S¯ admits no potential
symmetries with the potential ψ. Note that the equation (18) possesses no local conservation
laws, and hence the system S¯ admits only the independent local conservation law related to
the conserved form of the equation (17), which is used for introducing the potential ψ and thus
disappears in the course of this, cf. Section 9.
Nevertheless, the equation (18) is useful for finding exact solutions of the Burgers system (1)
since a single equation L is in general simpler to solve than a system of equations formally
alike L in form. The rest of the present Section 11 illustrates this claim.
11.3 Essential Lie reduction of potential equation
We carry out the Lie reduction of the equation (18) with respect to the subalgebra gˇ2.1 = 〈Pˇ t, Dˇ+
2ςPˇψ〉 of the maximal Lie invariance algebra gˇ of this equation, where up to Gˇ-equivalence
the constant ς can be assume nonnegative. This is the only codimension-two Lie reduction
of the equation (18) that is useful for finding exact solutions of the Burgers system (1) since
other such reductions lead to solutions of the Burgers system (1) that are G-equivalent to g1.8-
invariant solutions, and the whole set of later solutions is described in Section 6 in terms of
two arbitrary solutions of the (1+1)-dimensional linear heat equation. We choose the ansatz
ψ = ϕ(ω) + 2ς ln |x| with ω = x/y, cf. Section 8. The substitution of this ansatz into the
equation (18) gives the second-order reduced ODE
(1 + ω2)ϕωω + (2ω + 2ς)ϕω + ω(ϕω)
2 = 2ςω−2,
which is a Riccati equation with respect to ϕω and is thus further reduced by the substitution
ϕω =
1 + ω2
ω
θω
θ
with θ = θ(ω)
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to the linear second-order ODE
ω(1 + ω2)2θωω + (1 + ω
2)(3ω2 + 2ςω − 1)θω − 2ςθ = 0.
This equation can be integrated in elementary functions for all values of the parameter ς. Split-
ting into different cases depending on ς, we present its general solution jointly with the corre-
sponding value of ϕω (below ζ := arctanω):
θ =
e−ςζ√
ω2 + 1
(
C1(ω − ς) + C2(ζ(ω − ς) + 1)
)
, ϕω =
2
ω
C1 + C2(ζ − ς)
C1(ω − ς) + C2(ζ(ω − ς) + 1)
if ς = ±1;
θ = C1e
−ν1ζ ω − ν1√
ω2 + 1
+ C2e
−ν2ζ ω − ν2√
ω2 + 1
, ϕω = 2
ς
ω
C1ν1e
−ν1ζ +C2ν2e
−ν2ζ
C1e−ν1ζ(ω − ν1) +C2e−ν2ζ(ω − ν2)
with ν1 = ς +
√
ς2 − 1, ν2 = ς −
√
ς2 − 1 if |ς| > 1;
θ = C1
e−ςζ√
ω2 + 1
(
(ω − ς) cos(µζ)− µ sin(µζ))+C2 e−ςζ√
ω2 + 1
(
(ω − ς) sin(µζ) + µ cos(µζ)),
ϕω = 2
ς
ω
C1
(
ς cos(µζ) + µ sin(µζ)
)
+ C2
(
ς sin(µζ)− µ cos(µζ))
C1
(
(ω − ς) cos(µζ)− µ sin(µζ))+ C2((ω − ς) sin(µζ) + µ cos(µζ))
with µ =
√
1− ς2 if |ς| < 1.
We do not need to integrate the expressions for ϕω since the associated solutions of the Burgers
system (1) take the form
u = − x
y2
ϕω, v =
1
y
ϕω +
ς
x
with ω =
x
y
.
Note that the ansatz constructed with respect to the subalgebra gˇ2.1 induces the representa-
tion ϕ1 = −ωϕω and ϕ2 = ϕω + ςω−1 for the dependent invariant functions of the ansatz (9),
which equivalent to the reduction of the differential constraint (17) by the ansatz (9) to the
equation (ϕ1 + ωϕ2)ω = 0. It is quite unobvious that this representation helps to construct
particular solutions of the reduced system (10). The equivalent ansatz 2.1 with κ = 0 reduces
the differential constraint (17) to the equation cos(2ω)(ϕ2ω+2ϕ
1)+sin(2ω)(ϕ1ω−2ϕ2) = 0, which
is even less obvious than the above representation.
11.4 Solutions of potential equation that are affine in a space variable
If a solution ψ of the equation (18) is affine in a space variable, up to the permutation of x
and y, which is a point symmetry of (18), we can assume that ψ is affine in y, i.e., ψ =
ψ1(t, x)y+ψ0(t, x). The set of such solutions is obviously singled out by the differential constraint
ψyy = 0. Substituting the above representation for ψ into the equation (18) and splitting with
respect to y, we obtain a system of (1+1)-dimensional PDEs for ψ1 and ψ0, which coincides, up
to notation of independent and dependent variables, with reduced system 1.8,
ψ1t + ψ
1ψ1x − ψ1xx = 0,
ψ0t + ψ
1ψ0x − ψ0xx = 0.
Therefore, the Hopf–Cole-type transformation ψ1 = −2θ1x/θ1, ψ0 = θ0/θ1, cf. (7), reduces this
system to the system of two copies of the (1+1)-dimensional linear heat equation, θ1t = θ
1
xx,
θ0t = θ
0
xx. In view of the ansatz (19) reducing the Burgers system (1) to the equation (18), this
leads to one more subset of solutions of the Burgers system (1), which are expressed in terms of
a pair of solutions of the (1+1)-dimensional linear heat equation:
u = −2θ
1
x
θ1
, v =
(
−2θ
1
x
θ1
y +
θ0
θ1
)
x
with θi = θi(t, x) : θit = θ
i
xx, i = 0, 1. (22)
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11.5 Solutions related to a complex Hamilton–Jacobi equation
An interesting solution subset of the equation (18) is constituted by harmonic solutions, which
additionally satisfy the Laplace equation ψxx + ψyy = 0. The corresponding overdetermined
system
ψt + ψxψy = 0, ψxx + ψyy = 0 (23)
completed the trivial differential consequences of its first equation, which are obtained by single
differentiations with respect to t, x and y, is formally compatible, and so no tools of the formal
compatibility theory are relevant here. To describe the general solution of this system, we use
a different approach. Since the function ψ is harmonic, it can be represented as, e.g., the real
part of a complex-valued function f = f(t, z) that is smooth with respect to t and holomorphic
(i.e., complex analytic) with respect to z = x+ iy,
ψ = Re f(t, z) =
1
2
(f(t, z) + f∗(t, z∗)).
Here i is the imaginary unit, asterisks denote the complex conjugation, and hence z∗ = x− iy.
Under the above representation, the Laplace equation ψxx + ψyy = 0 can be neglected, and the
equation ψt + ψxψy = 0 reduces to
ft + f
∗
t +
i
2
(fz + f
∗
z∗)(fz − f∗z∗) = 0.
We can separate the variables z and z∗ in the last equation, obtaining
ft +
i
2
(fz)
2 = −f∗t +
i
2
(f∗z∗)
2 = iλ.
Here λ is a real-valued function depending only on t. It suffices to consider only the equation
ft +
i
2
(fz)
2 = iλ (24)
since its counterpart for f∗ is the complex conjugate of it. We can interpret the equation (24) as
a complex Hamilton–Jacobi equation. Its complete integral is f = az − i2a2t+ iΛ(t) + b, where
a and b are complex constants, and Λ is a fixed antiderivative of λ. The equation (24) admits
no singular integrals, and the parametric representation of its general integral is
f = az − i
2
a2t+ iΛ(t) + F (a), z − iat+ Fa(a) = 0, (25)
where F = F (a) is an arbitrary holomorphic function of a. Solving the second equation of (25)
with a fixed F for a and substituting the obtained expression into the first equation, we obtain a
solution of the equation (24). The corresponding solution of the Burgers system (1) is given by
u = (Re f)y =
i
2
(fz − f∗z∗) = − Im fz, v = (Re f)x =
1
2
(fz + f
∗
z∗) = Re fz.
Note that varying the parameter function λ (resp. Λ) has no influence on the expressions for ψ,
u and v. Therefore, this parameter function can be assume to vanish.
If F is a polynomial with degF 6 3, then we can derive explicit expressions for the associated
functions f , u and v. Thus, in the case where degF 6 2 we construct solutions of the Burgers
system (1) that are affine in the space variables (x, y) and take, up to shifts of the independent
variables, the form
u =
tx− µy
t2 + µ2
, v =
µx+ ty
t2 + µ2
, (26)
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where µ is an arbitrary (real) constant, and µ ∈ {0, 1} mod G. The solution (26) with µ = 1 is the
simplest g2.50 - and g
2.6
1 -invariant solution, which is obtained by setting ϕ
1 = ϕ2 = 0 in ansatzes 2.5
and 2.6. In fact, it is invariant with respect to the subalgebra 〈P t + Π+ J,Gy + P x, Gx − P y〉
of g. The solution (26) with µ = 0 is invariant with respect to the subalgebra 〈D,Π, J,Gx, Gy〉.
See Section 12 below for the description of the entire set of solutions of the Burgers system (1)
that are affine in the space variables (x, y).
Suppose now that degF = 3. We represent F in the form F = 13αa
3+ 12βa
2+γa+ δ. In fact,
up symmetry transformations of the original system (1) we can set α = 1, β ∈ R and γ = 0.
This gives the following solution of the Burgers system (1):
u = − t
2
± 1
2
√√
ζ2 + θ2 − ζ
2
sgn θ, v = −β
2
± 1
2
√√
ζ2 + θ2 + ζ
2
,
where ζ = β2 − t2 − 4x, θ = 2βt+ 4y, β ∈ R. Note that β = 0 mod G.
12 Solutions affine in space variables
The solutions of the form (26), even extended by transformations from the group G, do not
exhaust the set AS(1) of solutions of the Burgers system (1) that are affine in the space vari-
ables (x, y). This set is G-invariant and is singled out from the whole solution set of (1) by the
differential constraint uxx = uxy = uyy = vxx = vxy = vyy = 0. The general form of solutions
from AS(1) is
u = A(t)x+ b(t), (27)
where u = (u, v)T, x = (x, y)T and A = A(t) (resp. b = b(t)) is a smooth 2 × 2 (resp. 2 × 1)
matrix function of t. We substitute the ansatz (27) into the system (1) and split resulting
equations with respect to x and y, which gives equations for A and b,
At +A
2 = 0, bt +Ab = 0. (28)
We separately consider different cases of integrating the system (28) depending on the degener-
ation degree of the matrix A. Each of these cases is G-invariant.
1. detA 6= 0. We rewrite the first equation of (28) in the form−A−1AtA−1 = E, i.e., (A−1)t = E,
which integrates to A−1 = tE+C and thus A = (tE+C)−1. Here E is the 2×2 identity matrix
and C is an arbitrary constant 2 × 2 matrix. In view of the first equation of (28) and the
nondegeneracy of A, the general solution of the second equation takes the form b = Ab0, where
b0 is an arbitrary constant 2× 1 matrix. The substitution of the obtained expressions into the
ansatz (27) leads to the following family of solutions from AS(1):
u = (tE + C)−1(x+ b0),
where, in particular, b0 = 0 and trC = 0 modulo G-equivalence. Solutions of the form (26)
belong to this family.
2. detA = 0, trA 6= 0. Up to permutation of (x, u) and (y, v), we can represent the matrix A as
A =
(
α β
γ βγ/α
)
,
where the entries α, β and γ are smooth functions of t with α 6= 0. Then the matrix equation
At = −A2 expands to the system αt = −λα, βt = −λβ, γt = −λγ with λ = α + βγ/α. The
equation for the (2, 2)-entry is identically satisfied in view of this system. It also implies that
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(β/α)t = 0 and (γ/α)t = 0, i.e., β = αc1 and γ = αc2 for some constants c1 and c2. Hence
the equation for α reduces to αt = −(1 + c1c2)α2, where 1 + c1c2 6= 0 since trA 6= 0, and
nonvanishing solutions of the last equation are given by α = ((1 + c1c2)t+ κ)
−1, where κ is an
arbitrary constant. Solving the second equation of (28), we get b = µα(1, c2)
T + ν(−c1, 1)T,
where µ and ν are arbitrary constants. We substitute the expressions obtained for A and b into
the ansatz (27) and symmetrize the resulting expression for u, which gives
u =
1
t trC + κ
C(x+m) + n,
where κ is an arbitrary constant, C is an arbitrary constant 2 × 2 matrix with detC = 0 and
trC 6= 0, m and n are arbitrary constant 2 × 1 matrices with Cn = 0. Up to G-equivalence,
we can assume that κ = 0, m = n = 0, trC = 1 and the second row of C is zero, i.e.,
u = t−1(x+ c1y), v = 0, where c1 is an arbitrary constant.
3. detA = trA = 0, A 6= 0. Hence A2 = 0, and thus At = 0, i.e., A is a constant nilpotent
matrix. Then the second equation of (28) integrates to b = µ(Ab1t+b1)+νAb1, where µ and ν
are arbitrary constants and b1 is a fixed constant 2×1 matrix with Ab1 6= 0. The corresponding
solution of the system (1) is
u = A(x+ µb1t+ νb1)− µb1,
and up to G-equivalence A =
(
0 1
0 0
)
and µ = ν = 0, i.e., u = y and v = 0.
4. A = 0. In this case we have only trivial constant solutions. Moreover, any constant solution
is G-equivalent to the zero solution with respect to Galilean boosts.
It can be checked that each solution affine in the space variables (x, y) is invariant with
respect to a three-dimensional subalgebra of the maximal Lie invariance algebra g of the Burgers
system (1).
13 Common solutions of ‘viscid’ and ‘inviscid’ Burgers systems
The classical Burgers equation ut + uux = νuxx and its ‘inviscid’ counterpart ut + uux = 0
admit only trivial common solutions that are at most affine in x. The set of common solutions
is exhausted by two solution families [35], the one-parameter family of constant solutions and
the two-parameter family of solutions of the form u = (x+ C1)/(t + C2), where C1 and C2 are
arbitrary constants. For the ‘viscid’ Burgers system (1) and the ‘inviscid’ Burgers system
ut + uux + vuy = 0,
vt + uvx + vvy = 0,
(29)
the structure of the set of their common solutions is not so obvious. Additionally to (29),
both the components u an v of these solutions satisfy the two-dimensional Laplace equation,
uxx + uyy = 0 and vxx + vyy = 0, and hence admit the representation u = Re f =
1
2(f + f
∗),
v = Im g = 12 (g + g
∗), where f = f(t, z) and g = g(t, z) are complex-valued functions that are
smooth with respect to t and holomorphic (i.e., complex analytic) with respect to z = x + iy.
Here again i is the imaginary unit, and asterisks denote the complex conjugation. We substitute
the above representation into the system (29), getting
2(ft + f
∗
t ) + (f + f
∗)(fz + f
∗
z∗) + i(g + g
∗)(fz − f∗z∗) = 0,
2(gt + g
∗
t ) + (f + f
∗)(gz + g
∗
z∗) + i(g + g
∗)(gz − g∗z∗) = 0.
(30)
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Consider the differential consequences derived by differentiating both the equations (30) with
respect to z and z∗,
(f∗z∗ + ig
∗
z∗)fzz + (fz − igz)f∗z∗z∗ = 0, (f∗z∗ + ig∗z∗)gzz + (fz − igz)g∗z∗z∗ = 0.
The condition fz − igz = 0 and its conjugate f∗z∗ + ig∗z∗ = 0 mean that the functions u and v
satisfy the constraint ux = vy. Such solutions have exhaustively been studied in Section 11.5.
Further suppose that fz − igz 6= 0. Then we can separate the variables in the differential
consequences,
fzz
fz − igz = −
f∗z∗z∗
f∗z∗ + ig
∗
z∗
= iλ1,
gzz
fz − igz = −
g∗z∗z∗
f∗z∗ + ig
∗
z∗
= iλ2,
where λ1 and λ2 are real-valued smooth functions of t. Therefore,
fzz = iλ
1(fz − igz), gzz = iλ2(fz − igz),
and these equations are recombined to (f − ig)zz = iλ∗(f − ig)z , (f + ig)zz = iλ(f − ig)z with
λ := λ1+ iλ2. If λ 6= 0, solutions of these equations do not satisfy the system (30). Hence λ = 0,
i.e., fzz = gzz = 0. In other words, the tuple (u, v) is affine in (x, y) with coefficients depending
on t. The solutions of the Burgers system (1) with this property have been constructed in
Section 12, and all of them also satisfy the ‘inviscid’ Burgers system (29).
Summing up, we prove the following assertion.
Proposition 10. The set of common solutions of the ‘viscid’ Burgers system (1) and the ‘invis-
cid’ Burgers system (29) is the union of two solution subsets. One of them consists of solutions
satisfying, additionally to the Laplace equations uxx + uyy = 0 and vxx + vyy = 0, the dif-
ferential constraint ux = vy. The other subset is constituted by solutions affine in the space
variables (x, y).
Recall that these solution subsets are not disjoint. Their intersection includes, in particular,
the zero solution and any solution G-equivalent to a solution of the form (26).
14 More solutions with method of differential constraints
If a linear combination of u and v is a constant, then up to G-equivalence we can assume that
v = 0 and hence the component u satisfies the (1+2)-dimensional Burgers equation (5). Some
exact solutions of this equation that are not related to the linearizable solution subsets of the
system (1) were constructed in [40].
We generalize the corresponding solutions of the system (1). Suppose that the component v
does not depend on x, vx = 0. Then the second equation of the system (1) reduces to the
classical Burgers equation, and thus we obtain the system
ut + uux + vuy − uxx − uyy = 0,
vt + vvy − vyy = 0, vx = 0.
(31)
Let us additionally set the differential constraint uxx = 0, i.e., we assume that u is affine in x,
u = u1(t, y)x+ u0(t, y), which leads to the partially coupled system
vt + vvy − vyy = 0,
u1t + u
1u1 + vu1y − u1yy = 0,
u0t + u
0u1 + vu0y − u0yy = 0
(32)
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for the functions u1, u0 and v depending on (t, y). The reduction of the system (1) to the
system (32) by the ansatz u = u1(t, y)x + u0(t, y), v = v(t, y) means that the system (1) is
conditionally invariant with respect to the generalized symmetry uxx∂u + vx∂v. The maximal
Lie invariance algebra of the system (32) is spanned by the vector fields
P¯ t = ∂t, D¯ = 2t∂t + y∂y − v∂v − 2u1∂u1 ,
Π¯ = t2∂t + ty∂y + (y − tv)∂v − tu0∂u0 + (1− 2tu1)∂u1 , I¯ = u0∂u0 ,
P¯ x = u1∂u0 , P¯
y = ∂y, G¯
x = (1− tu1)∂u0 , G¯y = t∂y + ∂v.
All of the above Lie symmetry vector fields, except I¯, are respectively induced by the basis ele-
ments of the maximal Lie invariance algebra g of the system (1) with the same notation without
bar. In other words, the Burgers system (1) admits nontrivial hidden symmetries related to the
ansatz u = u1(t, y)x + u0(t, y), v = v(t, y), which necessarily involve, as a summand, a vector
field proportional to I¯. More important is that the entire Lie invariance algebra of the first
equation of the system (32) is prolonged to (u0, u1), and the prolonged algebra coincides with
〈P¯ t, D¯, Π¯, P¯ y, G¯y〉. The only independent discrete symmetry of this equation that simultane-
ously alternates the signs of y and v is trivially prolonged to a discrete symmetry of the entire
system (32). This is why for finding G-inequivalent solutions of the system (32) by sequentially
solving its equations in view of partially coupling of it, one should start with solutions of the
Burgers equation for v that are inequivalent with respect to the point symmetry group of this
equation.
Under the additional constraint u1 = vy, the second equation of (32) is a differential conse-
quence of the first one, taking the form (vt + vvy − vyy)y = 0, and the third equation reduces to
the equation u0t + (vu
0 − u0y)y = 0, which is in conserved form. Using this conserved form, we
introduce the potential w, which is defined by the system wy = u
0, wt = −vu0 − u0y and thus
satisfies the equation wt+vwy−wyy = 0. The system of (1+1)-dimensional PDEs for v = v(t, y)
and w = w(t, y) coincides, up to notation of independent and dependent variables, with reduced
system 1.8. Therefore, the Hopf–Cole-type transformation v = −2θ1y/θ1, w = θ0/θ1, cf. (7),
reduces this system to the system of two copies of the (1+1)-dimensional linear heat equation,
θ1t = θ
1
yy, θ
0
t = θ
0
yy. As a result, we construct the solution family of the Burgers system (1)
v =
(
−2θ
1
y
θ1
x+
θ0
θ1
)
y
, v = −2θ
1
y
θ1
with θi = θi(t, y) : θit = θ
i
yy, i = 0, 1. (33)
which differs from the family (22) by the permutation of (x, u) and (y, v).
We can carry out the Hopf–Cole-type transformation u = u˜/v˜, v = −2v˜y/v˜ in (31), to get
the system
u˜t +
1
v˜
u˜u˜x − u˜xx − u˜yy = 0,
v˜t − v˜yy = 0, v˜x = 0.
(34)
Suppose additionally that u˜xx = 0, i.e., u˜ is affine in x, u˜ = w
1(t, y)x+w0(t, y). As a result, we
obtain the system
v˜t − v˜yy = 0, (35a)
w1t − w1yy +
(w1)2
v˜
= 0, (35b)
w0t − w0yy +
w1
v˜
w0 = 0 (35c)
with the two independent variables t and y. Lie reduction 1.8 is G-equivalent to the case w1 = 0
giving u˜x = 0. An alternative way for deriving the system (35) is to make the Hopf–Cole-type
transformation u0 = w0/v˜, u1 = w1/v˜, v = −2v˜y/v˜ in the system (32).
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Similarly to the system (32), the system (35) is partially coupled. Therefore, finding its exact
solutions can be split into three steps: choosing a solution of the linear heat equation (35a),
substituting this value of v˜ into the equation (35b) and constructing an exact solution w1 of the
obtained nonlinear (variable-coefficient) heat equation with quadratic nonlinearity, and, finally,
solving the linear heat equation (35c) with the potential w1/v˜. Thus, for any solution (w1, v˜) of
the subsystem (35a)–(35b) we construct the family of solutions
u =
w1
v˜
x+
w0
v˜
, v = −2 v˜y
v˜
of the Burgers system (1) parameterized by solutions of the linear heat equation (35c) with the
potential w1/v˜. We need to select solutions with w1 6= −2v˜yy+2(v˜y)2/v˜ since all other solutions
belong to the family (33). The maximal Lie invariance algebra g˜ of the system (35) is spanned
by the vector fields
P˜ t = ∂t, D˜ = 2t∂t + y∂y + 2v˜∂v˜,
Π˜ = 4t2∂t + 4ty∂y − (y2 + 2t)v˜∂v˜ − (y2 + 6t)w0∂w0 − (y2w1 + 10tw1 − 4v)∂w1 ,
P˜ x = w1∂w0 , P˜
y = ∂y, G˜
x = (v˜ − tw1)∂w0 , G˜y = 2t∂y − yv˜∂v˜ − yw0∂w0 − yw1∂w1 ,
I˜1 = v˜∂v˜ + w
1∂w1 , I˜
0 = w0∂w0 .
Each basis element of g˜ except I˜1 induces, via the first prolongation, the respective basis element
of the maximal Lie invariance algebra of the system (32); cf. Section 6. The basis element I˜1 is
mapped to the zero vector field.
The essential invariance algebra (see the definition in [8, 30]) of the single equation (35a),
which is just the classical linear heat equation, is entirely prolonged to (w0, w1), and the pro-
longed algebra is equal to 〈P˜ t, D˜, Π˜, P˜ y, G˜y, I˜1〉. A similar assertion on discrete symmetries is
also true. This is why in the course of the construction of solutions of the system (35) it suf-
fices to use only solutions of the equation (35a) that are inequivalent with respect to its point
symmetry group.
We return to solutions with v = 0, which corresponds to constant values of v˜. Without loss of
generality we can set v˜ = 1. As mentioned in the beginning of this section, then the component u
satisfies the (1+2)-dimensional Burgers equation (5). We arrange and extend solution families
of (5) that were constructed in [40].
Looking for stationary solutions of the equation (35b) with v˜ = 1, which is the nonlinear
heat equation with purely quadratic nonlinearity, we integrate the system w1t = 0, w
1
yy = (w
1)2
whose general solution is w1 = ℘
(
y/
√
6 + C2; 0, C1
)
. Here C1 and C2 are arbitrary constants
and ℘ = ℘(z; g2, g3) is the Weierstrass elliptic function, satisfying the differential equation
(℘z)
2 = 4℘3 − g2℘− g3,
where the numbers g2 and g3 called invariants are respectively equal to 0 and C1 for w
1. For
such general values of w1, the essential invariance algebra of the equation (35c) is 〈∂t, w0∂w0〉.
Using the subalgebra 〈∂t+C3w0∂w0〉 of this algebra with an arbitrary constant C3, we construct
the ansatz w0 = eC3tϕ(z) with z = y/
√
6, which reduces (35c) to the Lame´ equation
ϕzz = 6
(
C3 + ℘(z; 0, C1)
)
ϕ. (36)
As a result, we get the following solution family of the (1+2)-dimensional Burgers equation (5)
(resp. of the Burgers system (1) if additionally v = 0):
u = ℘
(
y/
√
6 +C2; 0, C1
)
x+ eC3tϕ(y/
√
6),
where C1, C2 and C3 are arbitrary constants and ϕ is the general solution of Lame´ equation (36).
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In the simplest case C1 = 0, the above value of w
1 is equivalent, up to translations in y, to
the function w1 = 6y−2. Then the essential invariance algebra of the equation (35c) becomes
wider [33, Section 9.9] and, which is more important, all solutions of this equation can be
expressed in terms of solutions of the linear heat equation using the Darboux transformation,
w0 = DT[y, y3 + 6t]θ = θyy − 3
y
θy +
3
y2
θ.
Here θ = θ(t, y) is an arbitrary solution of the linear heat equation θt = θyy, and, given so-
lutions f1, . . . , fk of a (1+1)-dimensional linear evolution equation to be transformed with
W(f1, . . . , fk) 6= 0, the action of the corresponding Darboux operator on a solution f is defined
by
DT[f1, . . . , fk]f =
W(f1, . . . , fk, f)
W(f1, . . . , fk)
,
where W’s denote the Wronskians of the indicated tuples of functions with respect to the ‘space’
variable [39]. We construct the solution family of the (1+2)-dimensional Burgers equation (5)
(again, resp. of the Burgers system (1) if additionally v = 0)
u = 6
x
y2
+ θyy − 3
y
θy +
3
y2
θ, (37)
where θ = θ(t, y) is an arbitrary solution of the linear heat equation θt = θyy.
Finally, setting w1 to be the similarity solution of the nonlinear heat equation with purely
quadratic nonlinearity that is constructed in [6] (see also [36, Section 5.1.1.1.1]) and finding
similarity solutions of the corresponding equation (35c), we obtain the solution
u = 12(4±
√
6)
y2 + (18 ± 8√6)t
(y2 + 10λ±t)2
x+ |t|ν+3/2 exp
(
−y
2
4t
)
C1y + C2|t|1/2
(y2 + 10λ±t)2
×HeunC
(
5
2
λ±,−1
2
,−5, 5
8
λ±(4ν + 1),−5
2
λ±ν − 59
8
∓ 29
8
√
6,
−y2
10λ±t
)
,
where λ± = 3±
√
6, HeunC(α, β, γ, δ, η, z) is the confluent Heun function, which is the solution
of the following Cauchy problem for the confluent Heun equation with respect to Y = Y (z):
z(z − 1)Yzz +
(
αz(z − 1) + (β + 1)(z − 1) + (γ + 1)z)Yz
+
1
2
(
α(β + 1)(z − 1) + α(γ + 1)z + 2δz + (β + 1)(γ + 1) + 2η − 1)Y = 0,
Y (0) = 1, Yz(0) =
1
2
(
2η − 1
β + 1
+ γ + 1− α
)
.
15 Conclusion
Carrying out symmetry analysis of the two-dimensional Burgers system (1) in the present paper,
we have paid a special attention to optimizing all computation. This was an important ingredient
for essentially enhancing and generalizing results on the system (1) that exist in the literature.
Thus, in the course of looking for discrete symmetries of the system (1) and of various related
Lie and non-Lie reduced systems with the automorphism-based version of the algebraic method,
we have used the Levi–Malcev theorem and the well-known description of automorphisms of
the Lie algebra sl(2,R) and factored out, from the very beginning, inner automorphisms of the
corresponding maximal Lie invariance algebras that are related to their Levi factors. We plan to
develop this technique and apply it to study discrete symmetries of other systems of differential
equations with finite-dimensional Lie invariance algebras possessing nonzero Levi factors.
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The optimization of the first step of the Lie reduction procedure is standard for the Burgers
system (1) and is to construct optimal lists of one- and two-dimensional subalgebras of the max-
imal Lie invariance algebra g of the system (1), which is the so-called reduced (i.e., centerless)
special Galilei algebra with space dimension two. Although subalgebras of this and other Galilei
algebras had been classified, e.g., in [4, 5, 20], this step was not properly implemented in the pre-
vious papers on symmetry analysis of the system (1). We re-classified one- and two-dimensional
subalgebras of g, additionally taking into account the external automorphisms of g induced by
discrete symmetries of (1). This allowed us to find out weaknesses of subalgebra lists for g that
exist in the literature. We also re-arranged the constructed subalgebra list for it to be more
convenient for the further use.
Due to the application of the original technique of selecting ansatzes for Lie reduction [37],
reduced systems are of simple form. In particular, we have constructed eight reduced systems
of (1+1)-dimensional PDEs, which are at most parameterized by constants and whose set can
be partitioned into two subsets constituted by five and three systems, respectively. Within
each of the subsets, Lie symmetry properties of reduced systems can be studied in a uniform
way. We have shown that all Lie symmetries of reduced systems 1.1–1.7 are induced by Lie
symmetries of the original system (1), and reduced system 1.8 is linearized by a Hopf–Cole-type
transformation. This have justified that further Lie reductions of reduced systems 1.1–1.8 are
not needed. Moreover, due to the linearizability of reduced system 1.8, to study Lie reductions
of (1) to systems of ODEs, it suffices to use merely two-dimensional subalgebras of g that contain
no vector fields being G-equivalent to the shift vector field P y. Only six elements of the obtained
optimal list of two-dimensional subalgebras of g satisfy this property.
Although the Burgers system (1) is not linearizable as a whole, it possesses wide linearizable
subsets of solutions. Besides the well-known solution family that is singled out by the G-
invariant differential constraint (3) and parameterized, via the substitution (2), by an arbitrary
(nonvanishing) solution of the (1+2)-dimensional linear heat equation (4), we have constructed
three families of solutions expressed in terms of one or two arbitrary (nonvanishing) solutions of
the (1+1)-dimensional linear heat equation. These are the families (22) and (37) and the family
defined by ansatz 1.8 jointly with the substitution (7), and they can additionally be extended
by point symmetry transformations of the system (1). Two more families of exact solutions
have been constructed in Section 14 via the reduction of the system (1) to the linear heat
equations with potentials. In the course of looking for exact solutions of the system (1), we have
permanently been controlling whether these solutions do not belong to the above linearizable
solution subsets of (1). In contrast to previous papers on the system (1), we were able to
construct new families of exact solutions of (1) beyond these subsets.
The most efficient tool for finding exact solutions of the Burgers system (1) is the preliminary
reduction of this system to single (1+2)-dimensional PDEs via posing differential constraints and,
in some cases, subsequently introducing potentials. This is the way of deriving the equation (6),
which is associated with the differential constraint (3) and is linearized by a point transformation
to the (1+2)-dimensional linear heat equation (4). The reduction to the equation (18) under the
differential constraint (17) was not known before. Although the equation (18) looks artificial, its
complete point symmetry group is unexpectedly wide. Moreover, the reduction to this equation
allows us to construct the linearizable solution subset (22) as well as the family of solutions of (1)
expressed in terms of solutions of the simple complex Hamilton–Jacobi equation ft+
i
2(fz)
2 = 0
and thus parameterized by an arbitrary holomorphic function (see Section 11.5). The reduction
of the system (1) to the (1+2)-dimensional Burgers equation (5) is obvious. Up to G-equivalence,
it is related to the differential constraint vx = 0, which can be interpreted as a constraint for
partially invariant solutions.
It is an interesting problem to find new reductions of the Burgers system (1) to single (1+2)-
dimensional PDEs, including such reductions obtainable within the framework of partial invari-
ance [33].
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